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FO R EC AS T
Okanagan.' Lillooet and South 
Thompson regions: cloud? today 
and Wednesday. Not much change 
in temperature! Winds frequently 
20 in Okanagan Valley during day­
time, otherwise light
H IG H  A N D  LO W
Predicted high and low temper* 
" stores a t Kelowna and Penttctoa 
35£and iO. Kamloops 33 and 40. 
Temperatures recorded Monday 
at Kelowna. 31 and 40, with .45 
rain and snow.
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C O N V EN TIO N  D ELEG ATES T O LD : v
It would be a questionable in* 
vestment for B.C.’s multi-million 
dollar fruit industry to enter the 
trucking business.
This view was expressed this 
afternoon by the board of gove- 
eroors of B.C. Tree Fruits a t the 
opening session of the <©th an­
nual convention of the British 
Columbia Fruit Growers! Asso­
ciation.
• On numerous ooeasions the 
matter has been debated on con­
vention floors as growers view 
with alarm the steady increase 
iq freight rates. Cost of refrig­
erated trucks would run into 
thousands of dollars, and they 
would only be used to a maxi­
mum limit for a short period in
hauling fruit. The return load 
problem is another point that has 
to be seriously considered.
For the first time crabapples 
were shipped ip bins to Michigan 
and the governors reported deliv­
eries were satisfactory. Although 
handling facilities at destination 
points are practically non-exis­
tent, further experimental ship­
ments will be made wherever 
possible, it was pointed out. By 
bin-shipment, the industry saves 
on individual box packaging.
A comprehensive review of ac­
tivities was contained in the re­
port. Tree Fruits some time ago 
started issuing market bulletins 
to growers, in addition to the 
the Quarterly Report. It was dis­
closed the governors are consid­
ering doing away with the 
weekly valley radio broadcasts if 
it is felt the market bulletin can 
be used to- better advantage.
The governors emphasized that 
it must be kept in mind that the 
prime function of B.C. Fruit Pro­
cessor's is that of, a “balance 
wheel". In both jam  apricots and 
in lower grade apples, 'process­
ors’ "balance wheel” function 
has been utilized to good advan­
tage the past season,
"As long . . .  as we do not find 
it economical . . .  to leave culls 
and lower grade apples in the 
orchard, then we must pay the 
cost of extracting them from the 
grades sent to the fresh market,
It must be remembered that this 
cost of extraction is incidental to 
the packing operation and that 
the returns paid by Processors to 
the shippers, together with the 
"balance wheel” or stability fac­
tor on fresh fruit * sales,.repre­
sents a more realistic picture of 
the value of B.C, Fruit Proces­
sors to us as growers,” the*re­
port stated.
The canning industry continues 
to be the largest single customer 
for soft-fruits as well as a  large 
buyer for apples. Opinion was 
expressed that in view of the 
past season’s cannery volume, 
handling and storage facilities 
might be inadeouate of the antici­
pated volume of soft fruit.
Dealing with packages, the 
governors said new containers 
are often thought of in the'light 
of savings in the cost of the pack­
age or handling. On the contrary, 
new packages often increase con­
sumer demand, for produce.
"Our cell pack has changed 
B.C.’s apple shipments to the 
United Kingdom from a  marg­
inal product, due to bruising, to 
one of the most desirable. If bag­
ged apples Continue to increase 
in popularity it could provide an 
outlet for ISO’s and 163’s, which 
are not too popular in standard 
boxes . . . ”
"Full consideration will con­
tinue to be* given to the problem
I
of multiplicity ©! packages in the 
packinghouses, but if a different 
package means more or better 
sales, it cannot be ignored. The 
criterion for packaging must be 
the largest return on the naked 
fruit to the grower, not the cost 
of the package or its handling."
The governors also agreed that 
advertising does pay,
■ "Whatever our personal feel­
ings in regard to advertising 
methods may be, effective ad­
vertising does pay, and the prob­
lem of management and the 
board is to measure the effective­
ness of our advertising expendi­
tures," it yas stated. Results of 
a recent survey indicated the 
industry is getting results in the
area where advertising Is con­
centrated. , '
In conclusion, the governors 
thought consideration will have 
to be given to the elimination of 
late picked “cookers/’ resulting 
in over maturity, especially in 
thie Yellow Transparent variety. 
Other Comments:
The color requirement on extra 
fancy Red Delicious was in­
creased as governors „ thought a 
new standard is essential «s 
pectally in competitive years.
Ordinary Delicious apples have 
been caught in  a price squeeze 
that would appear to be normal 
in years of heavy'Delicious pro­
duction in North America. 
Operation of facilities for the
pre-cooling of soft fruit and the 
cold storage of pears in many . 
cases was inadequate this year.
Last August the board approved 
plans to pack 300,000 McIntosh 
Cee grade but as packing pro* 
gressed and the size of the crop 
and potential markets became 
clearer, this figure was lowered 
to 90,000. In addition, 'approxi­
mately 180,000 (standard box 
basis) .cee grade were included 
in the handi-pak shipments.
The industry will continue to  
experiment with Controlled At* 
mosphere Storage.
A concentration of effort on the 
problem of. crop estimating re­
sulted in some Improvement over 
previous years. •
FRUIT
FIRST FR U IT D ELEG A TES  R EG ISTER !
Among the first delegates to 
register for the 69th annual 
BCFGA conyention this morn­
ing were Fred F. Popoff, Grand
Forks (bending over table) and 
I. G. Wiebe, Renalta. Registra­
tion officials were Alan Clar- 
idge, Oyama (far right) and
Don Eutherland, Penticton. 
D onS u therland ; Penticton, 
this morning at the Aquatic.
—Courier Staff Photo
C IT Y  COUNCIL A T  W O R K
Council Confers
By ALBERT DENEGR1E
, (Dally Courier Staff Writer) .
Mayor R. F. Parkinson told 
city council Monday night a meet­
ing had been held between ' the 
aviation council and Agriculture 
Minister Nelson Steacy concern­
ing the city’s Intended purchase 
of more land south of the civic 
airport a t Ellison. '
The city has been correspond­
ing with the department for some 
time in an effort to arrive at a 
price suitable to both parties for 
land to extend .top airport’s run­
ways.
Mayor Parkinson was Impressed 
with the cabinet minister's re­
sponse and said he was told that 
Mr. Steacy will discuss the matter
W et Snow Hits Poles; 
Storm Coming
Ono of the wettest snowfalls in line causing some of the weaker
further with 'departmental heads 
a t Victoria, when he returns there, 
after the BCFGA convention,
FIRE LOSS for December was 
: 1205, according to the monthly re­
port of Fire Chief Charles Petik 
man, which report was read at 
Monday’s meeting.
Ten. fire .alarms were answered 
during the month. There were also 
32 calls made by the ambulance, 
including 17 Inside the city.
years struck Kelowna and the 
central Okanagan overnight. It 
continued to anow Intermittently 
this morning, even though the 
temperature was above freezing.
Tjie clinging snow caused com­
plications In many ways, partl- 
♦culnrly in regard to travel and 
.communications. Streets became 
extremely slushy, and the worst 
hazard was not so much for the 
drivers but for the pedestrians— 
the danger of being sprayed with 
slush.
; All overhead wires were hang­
ing low this morning and there 
were two reports of clotheslines, 
laden with yesterday’s laundry, 
having broken Under the added 
strain.
Teletype machines were badly 
affected during the night as wires 
were pulled down in the prpvlnce. 
A* one-minute power outoge oc- 
' 10:45N ‘
poles to tumble.
Precipitation in Kelowna in the 
24-hour period, ending at 8 n.m. 
today was .45 of an Inch. If it 
was all snow, it would represent 
4.5 inches. Depth of snow actually 
was around two Inches at 8 a.m 
MORE TO COME 
The weather office traced the 
situation to the movement inland 
of a well-established current of 
moist air from the warmer lati­
tudes of the Pacific.
In this currcht, according to the 
official weather summary for .the 
province, repeated disturbances 
will bring periods of considerable 
rainfall to the B.C, coast and 
of min or snow
currcd around
and another tit 11:
GLENMORE WORST
Glenmoro seemed to be the 
worst hit locally. Wires in Glen- 




Okanagan Telephone Co. re* 
xl that up to |0:30 this morn- 
j  four telephone poles had fallen 
near the WallFlJchnett ranch tn 
Glcnmnrc, but service—local and 
long distance—was maintained 
Manager Percy Maundrell des­
cribed the weight of the snow on 
the wires ns "terrific.”
When It falls off It causes the 
wires to snap upward and the 




v Scattered shoivers or enow- 
flurries will coiitinue in the In­
terior until late (In the day. The 
whole process will bo repeated to­
morrow as niu (her disturbance 
arrives from the Pacific, the wen 
therman predict xl.
Blaze F its 
Lodge
A mldmomi ig silent alarm 
summoned fire nen to the Ellis 
Lodge where t  oy quickly extin*
Slined a small firo uniter the mace. There was no damage, 
but some smoko did sift into the 
hotel proper requiring all the 
windows to be opened.
MORE APPOINTMENTS of al
derm enon committees were ap- 
provedjbycoudcll. ,
Aid,.Ernest Winter whs appoin 
ted city council's representative 
on .the Plcasantvtllo Homes So­
ciety and Aid. Robert Knox was 
appointed the city’s representative 
on the %uscum society and also 
named chairman of tho city’s 
convention committee.
NEWLY-ELECTED Aid. Dennis 
Crookes made his first report to 
city council, a  heartening one.
He told council that following 
tho ’publicity given to the prev­
ious week’s offer of free installs 
tion and servicing of cable tele­
vision to tho senior citizens’ home 
an anonymous donor h a d ; given 
tho David Lloyd-Joqes Homo 
television set. ,' ,
The cable system already ;has 
been Installed In the building by 
Black Knight Television Co and 
service will be provided free
TWO CITY-OWNED lots )m 
Bnlllie Avenue will be p u t up fpr 
solo by tender w
Council decided this action after 
turning down an otter from Gus 
Brlese local contractor. He had 
sent along a cheque for 1408. be­
ing his otter of 8200 each for the 
lots. ;■!' ,
M r Bricse advised council he 
Intended to use tho lots to erect 
workshop and a storage shed. His 
cheque was returned.
Council hopes to get consider­
ably mom than 8200 each tot* the 
small lots. They can be u t«! for 
Industrial purposes only.
The grower’s selling arm d  
the Okanagan’s multi-million dol­
lar fruit industry has h a d 'to  
adopt the shrewdest possible 
sales methods in disposing of 
the 1957 crop,
Badgered by steadily rising 
.freight rates; increased packing 
costs, constantly changing con­
sumer tastes, and some of the 
keenest competition since the 
growers’ . selling agency 
formed in 1939,- B.C, Tree 
general sales manager J, 
der warned many problems must 
still be faced before the 1937-53 
books are closed.
Speaking at this afternoon’s 
session of the three-day British 
Columbia Fruit Growers’ con­
vention; Mr. Lander gave a com­
prehensive review of .th e  many 
sales problems facing his depart-*
-m eat,-------
RECORD"TO“CROP ’
And he put most of the blame 
on the record high American 
apple crop, even though "the Ok­
anagan yield last season was the 
highest in seven years. The U.S. 
crop exceeded 121 million bush­
els, an increase of about 20 per­
cent over 1956. Last year, the 
Okanagan p ro d u c e d  5,250,000 
boxes of apples. .
The heavily-glutted growing 
areas of Michigan and New York 
provided serious competition for 
B.C. in Eastern Canada. U.S. 
produce entered in such heavy 
quantities ttfat Ontario producers 
are alarmed over the situation..
B.C. normally sells one million 
boxes of apples to eastern Cana­
dian markets. To date, sales are 
around 6GO.OOO. To offset this, 
however, Tree Fruits has man­
aged to hold most of the western 
markets, although some produce 
did enter.'Manitoba and Saskat­
chewan, -In some years Ontario 
produce has come as far west as 
Winnipeg and Edmontpn.
Mr. Lander credited this fac- 
ior to the “loyalty and co-opera- 
ion of the Western Canadian 
vholesalers” who ’ disregarded 
l ow U.S. quotations.
APRICOT CROP .
Apples, however, are nbt the 
only "headache” . The sales de­
partment had to , d isp o se d  thp 
leaviest apricot crops in: history 
while peach, add pear crops were 
well over earlier estimated.
Summarizing competitive fab- 
tors, Mr. Landed stressed six 
points which are responsible for 
marketing problems: '
1. A large volume Washington
. B. Lan* £
FR U IT M EN 'S  SENATORS
A YEARLY RETORT on tin
operations of the city-owned am­
bulance' showed that foes payabl 
for use of the ambulance during 
the year amounted to 39,670.75.
crop, Compounded by a bounteous 
national crop (Washington pro­
duced one of the ,heaviest crops
in recent years. ,
2. Unseasonably pre-harvest 
warm weather - retarded color, 
increasing the size of? fruit ana 
See—COMPETITION Page 8
Top- industry officials take 
time out during the break 
period of the openjng session of 
the BCFGA Convention. A: R. 
Garrish (left), BCFGA Presi-
dent-and Nigel Taylor, a mem­
ber of BCEGA executive, dis­
cuss convention matters. *
—Courier Staff Photo
GROW ERS S EN A TE S A Y S :
R .P . W a lr o d  P ic tu re s  
Im p r o v e m e n t
By W. BEAVER-JONES
Daily Courier News Editor |
. Due to a concentrated advertising-campaign, improved 
quality 'of fruit, and' better handling and packaging methods, 
B.C.’s fruit industry has been able to increase^ the per capita 
consumption of apples in Western Canada whereas in the U,S. 
it has declined, . >
R. P. Walrod, general manager, B.C. tre e  Fruits Ltd., in a 
comprehensive review of the saleŝ  agency’s program during tho 
past year, told delegates attending the 69th BCFGA convention 
this afternoon that long range prospects for fruit growing in this 
area appear favorable. ' -
At the same time he warned pool returns for some of this. 
1957 crops were less than satisfactory. The final position of tho 
apple pobls rests in the strength and activity of the markets ovet 
the next few months and the keeping quality in the substantial 
quantities yet to be sold.
Last year’s  apple crop-rwhich " " " e- m ^ r***mm 
nudged the 5,250,000-box mark— 1
R E P O R T ,,,
.to. -.be;^oLd,;.jAn- a^ye-av^rag^K w .-^ Sl:
Apple crop was produced on the iJLIfc IM  
North American continent last 
year, but despite increased com­
petition, B.C. Tree Fruits has 
more than held its. own on dom­
estic and export markets.
The high; cost of transportation. .
, has at .direct bearing on the n e t | ^ ‘V J  i„ 
return growers get for their pro- 
duce, and for this/Teason the in-1 m ui 
dustry is investigating all phases 
of transportation in the hope of 
curtailing overhead.
ROGERS PASS
"Tremendous changes may be 
anticipated in transportation ser­
vice to prairie provinces with the 
opening to commercial traffic of 
the Trans-Capada H i g h w a y 
through Rogers Pass," Mr. Will-
Fruit Probe Findings 
Awaited With Interest
British -Columbia's multi-mil­
lion dollar fruit industry, is await) 
ing ‘the findings of the MacPhee 
Royal Commission with keen in­
terest.
At the opening session pf the 
69th fruit growers’ convention 
this morning,. delegates were in 
formed that no action was taken 
on.the request that the executive 
investigate" the possibility of 
packin g h o u s e s amalgamating 
with a view of curtailing shipping 
costs.
The executive's report stated 
Dean E. D. MacPhee is looking 
Into this phase of, the industry, 
Mr. MacPhce’s report is Expec­
ted within the next few months.
Question of packinghouse amal­
gamation was hotly debated at 
last year’s convention, and a 
resolution. was approved asking 
the executive to study the mat­
ter.. Dean MacPhee also showed 
considerable interest in the sug­
gestion during the Royal Com­
mission sittings in the Okanagan 
last year. • -
The executive's^ report also 
pointed out the B.C. Fruit Board 
ran into Considerable opposition 
by certain packinghouses to the 
disclosure of their records-if the 
results of audits were to be 
viewed by others than the fruit 
board. The board has the author­
ity under the Natural Products 
Marketing (B.C.) Act to examine 
the books of any packinghouse. 
Until the MacPhee, -report is 
tabled, tho-executive decided to 
follow tho suggestion that the 
fruit hoard report "in general 
terms” on packinghouse opera 
tlons, '
Report of the.- industry’s dlrec-
See—FRUIT PROBE Page 8
; The MacPhee Royal Commis­
sion report will not be reitidy 
until late summer. ' •
This was intimated' by. Agm  
culture Minister Newton P. i 
an address - to B.C* 
growers this morning.) " 
Said Mr. Steacy *L . * I will 
not go into the problems of'the 
industry today as I  am  watlng 
for the report of Dr. Earl Mac* 
Fhee who will be bringing in 
his report in the late summer 
and we can then go into his , 
findings with the hope for: forth* 
er thoughts to improve our 
great industry.” , , , ,
rod. said. "This project must »iot| maCKetownaPeia^t Jan*
be subjected to delay, and we I t
must begin to plan now for toe
changes in shipping and loading' baustive, Investigation of 
methods which can be anticipated 
from toe increase , to  trucking 
which will follow from the open­
ing of this new route.”
Mr. Walrod was obviously re­
ferring to the recent 3.6 percent 
freight rate increase granted 
railways.: When the Rogers Pass 
route - is , completed, there is tho 
livelihood that produce will ■ be 
delivered overnight; to wholesale 
and retail outlets-oh the1 prairies.
Continued growth and develop­
ment .of- the western provinces 
may prove to be1 the answer to 
inefeased apple sales, Mr. .Wal
Basle Industries in British .Co­
lumbia cannot1 afford any further 
increases to freight rates.
B.C.’s minister of agriculture, 
Hon. /Newton P. Sencoy hom- 
m'ered home this point when he 
addressed the opening session of 
the British Columbia Fruit Grow­
ers' Association this morning.
If Canada’s national railways 
need- additional revenue to meet 
rising operating costs, they must 
modorpizo their systems to  h 
point Where thcy can obtoln moro 
revenue instead\ of placing too 
burden on agriculture, he main­
tained.
FULL SUPPORT
Mr. Steacy promised full gov 
emment support when ton boom 
of transport commissioners meet 
In, Vancouver and Kelowna on 
March 3 and 10 respectively.
"Tho fact that the prime mtm- 
Ister has deferred tho latest In­
crease until March I—something 
which has not happened for over 
30 years—Indicates (im possibility 
that further federal intervention
n‘ freight rates from Ottawa. 
;" lt  is,my opinion that wo have 
lofog1 since reached tho point 
where our basic products con 
not carry further percentage in­
creases in freight rates.
* . . .  Thirty years ago too rail­
ways hod o virtual monopoly of 
lond transporation. As a result 
they were able to maintain low 
rates on low value primary pro- 
ductfl/by charging higher rates on 
more- valuable manufactured 
goods: In tho intervening y9ars
bo forthcoming. Certainly 
itlsh Columbians must unite 
in an effort to obtain a fair deal
nay ■ 
sllBrli
the growth o. truck and plpo line, 
transporation has-skimmed much 
of the cream off too high rated 
freight from too. railways.who 
now hnvc to Increase. rates on 
those commodities' which ore 
least able to pay such Increases 
"Tho situation Is ng-
thc
further
gravotcd. by the fact that 
rates on export gram—the largest 
single commodity by volume 
handled by'the railways aro fixed 
by statute and cannot bo changed 
except by Act of Parliament.1’
NIGHT SCHOOL SERIES'
<a*
Ceramics or . farm mechanics, 
square dancing or first aid— 
students make Utelr own choice.
These and other vocational and 
non-vocntionnl courses are offered 
in Kelowna, Monday through 
Thursday when highly-qualified 
specialists offer tho "public the 
luxury of after-hours education.
Adult education classes a t the 
Senior High School am  rated
ex*
to*
tree fruit industry last June.
R . P .
Honored B y 
Associates
, . i - A ,> , ‘ j ■ , ■ * 1
Retiring. Provincial,-Horticut* 
rod intimated. In toe past.Trcelturlst R. P . Murray was honored 
Fruits hap fold one million boxes by follow agriculturists at* an ite
Ttos^yrar, ?  the^ftyure ^ anquct fondayA lght,
around 600,000, largely duo to in- Mr. Murray, who has been with 
creased competition from Michi- toe B.C. department of agrlcuj*
gan and New York growjng areas, ture Blnce 1921, recently re tied , 
To offset this, however, toe sales h © was succeeded by A. C. Caw 
agency has, developed new. pH ter of Penticton.. i 
shore markets. I The veteran ' horticulturist, ’
Technique of marketing is ra- along with another retired depart- 
pkfly changing, Mr. Walrod dc-U cnt head; Ben Hoy, worked 
clared. As buying groups bccom ekara on eliminating triany of too, 
larger and mort> MwerftiL.so the ort.varleUefl of At ono'tlmo 
advantages of central selling op- thcro wcro 125 varieties,of apples.
1 ^?como m°re obvious. Thc xhosp have now been narrowed fo ; 
farther the. producer is from his than two score . >
market, the more ^ r o b l ®  he»Is o n S i l f o f  tho Okanagan Agrlf
^ i 2 A« gWy culture Club. Blti Baverstdck, glk* 
competitive produce business. (trlct horticulturist of Vfcrnop,,
CHANGING METHODS , presented him with 0 travailing. 
"As packing costs and freight bag, while Gordon, DesBrlspy* a 
itcs gd up, our fruit becomes member Ot too B.C. Fi'Mt Proses* 
more costly to the consumer. As sot' s  board ot directors, presented 
new areas come Into.production Mr. Murray with an engraved 
aad toe  old ones Improve their piaquo^on bel 
technique and methods of pack* Among too
Ing, competitive pressures in* tribute to M r .______ _____
crease. As too consumer'becomcp n : P. Stekcy, provincial minister 
more selective and retail outlcts of agriculture: Dean Earl D. Mac* 
more restrictive ak to grade, con* phoe. It. P. Walrod, Ben Hoy, A, 
dltlon and variety, wo must’sdjust c. Carter a n d  m a n y  others, • S 
to the changing demands pr pass Mr. Murray,; besides Ms agrl* 
n* •* »•- 'cultural duties, has played a n  Tim*
l e' half ot toe industry,
'  ” 1 eakers who paid
hrrayW croHon,,
ot
among the best lh Canada, and 
in recognition, Tho Daily Courier 
will team a special on-tlie-spot 
series, by Staff Writer Ivy Hayden 
tomorrow,, ,
' Pictures,* pcracmallUcn a H 
Mahllghts Of night school activit 
will bo ̂  Included in .this series^ 
and in the near future. The Dally 
Courier’s Woriten’s Page will 
feature night scliool stories of 
spec^il iateroit to women. ;
out of. existence,” he wanidd.
Dealing with per capita apple I portent role lh tho ’devel 
conmmption.Mr. Waltyd rccalLed Srks fn the Kelowna district; 
that at too . 1955 convention, sun- Prior to Jolning tha department 
vey; figures showed Western Can-jof agriculture, heiwds, for a T 
ada consumption was 39 pounds Um,e with,tho sMdler’s.sfttledi 
per copita against a DA average board,,Ity. was district
of 23.3. Recent Hi-------- lCkl' ‘ ' * .........
Canadian 
disclose toa
tern.marketed has jumped to 45.7 ticultilrlst fn Ketowite te l
. llo tiiought a concentrated Ad* 
vertislng program and. improved 
quality of fruit were the main 




n mn o rd, He at w  norticut*' r 
ra t figures-jirom the turlst at Penticton in toe oarly,', 
^rlicuHural Counctilayf, a- dUrtrlct whlch MnoW l>SS, 
t t consumptionion wes- thre© odd men: supervising her*
.........— J ticultilrlst fn JfelawMr ‘“ 5
thought todre is still 
sprovement In the type 
ra being used by theA containers
industry. New packages on Itte 
other' band a ro . attractive and 
have resulted In less bruising of 
F  See-W ALRODm•  a '
, i 4
■ 1 * < i . ‘ V " i -1 f j»•*•»»•■***»**#* ■
, r* **^*^**-**. » .^  v .
4 *
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Fruit Growers Are Keeping 
tAn Eye
2 Weather is the most important single
* factor in tip economy of this fruit-growing 
l area. AU things we grow or produce depend 
Z on moisture and temperature.
* While old-timers are- thumbing back 
' through their record books to ascertain a 
? comparison when the winter has been so 
Z mild, to the fruit growlers, the above-freezing
* temperatures at this time of the year could 
» spell disaster.
1 Normally, a good blanket of show cov 
( ers the ground in January whfcn the cold 
*. weather sets in. So la r this season there have 
*. been only one or two snowfalls, and the white
* flakes so o n  d is a p p e a re d  w h en  th e  m e rc u ry
* jumped above breezing point.
A su d d e n  c o ld  s n a p  n o w  w o u ld  d o  ir re -  
'  p a ra b le  d am a g e  to  th e  u n p ro te c te d  ro o ts  o f 
• f r u it  tre e s . A lth o u g h  a b o o n  to  th e  c ity  d w el­
le r ;  th e  a u to  d riv e r  a n d  th e  h ig h w ay  m a in ­
te n a n c e  crew p, th e  fa rm e r is  re g a rd in g  th e  
skies & ndk b a rre n  g ro u n d  w ith  h is  fin g e rs  
Z c ro s se d , v
;  What the weather does in the next few 
weeks can; make or break him. Should it 
freeze hard before snow comes, the root sys­
tems of fruit trees, alfalfa, hay and grain in 
■ the North Okahagan, will bo damaged. Even 
. tender plants like roses and flowering shrubs 
.1 woujd feel the bite. Over the weekend, one 
local resident reported tulips pushing through 
the ground.-
According to horticulturists, the “ideal'’ 
weather for the fruit, man from here oh out 
would be six inches of snow and no tempera-, 
tures under ten degrees below zero. With 
continued mild weather, the sap will start 
running in the trees and they will become 
susceptible to the inevitable cold nights.
Usually, it seems the fruit man and the 
vegetable farmer are asking different things 
from the weather. The vegetable grower 
wants rain at the exact time the cherry grower 
is praying against it. ‘
The ground is now partially frozen. If 
snow comes before the ground becomes froz­
en much harder, the snow will take some of 
the freeze out of the ground. When "the snow 
melts in the spring, the water will seep into 
the soil. -  ■
But if the ground freezes hard before 
the snow, watch out. It means >  heavy spring 
runoff, and no water for moisture.
There are two other periods when the 
weather is all-important to the fruit grower.
One is in late March or early April, just 
as the buds start to grow. A sudden cold inap 
then will kill them.
The other is during the time fruit trees 
are in bloom, in late April or early Mary. 
Abnormal cold then will kill \he blooms.
To most of the people in this area, wea 
, ther is just‘something to cuss an<j discuss 
1 But to the farmer, it’s success or failure..
' A e o u T i f a e  





Canada’s national Liberal party this
- morning opened’its convention in Ottawa.
- Apart from choosing a new leader, the dele*
* gates, representing every riding across the 
^ country, will be hammering out a new party 
r platform—a platform which may appeal to
> the voters in the next general election.
' That the Liberals .will have to do a lot
- of fence-mending, is a foregone conclusion., 
1 Liberals learned the bitter lesson that a  party 
t cannot be too arrogant. They also learned 
Z that Mr. and Mrs. Average, voter have the 
\  last word when they go to the polls.
The policy adopted by the convention 
cannot be excessively detailed, Circumstances
* change.too quickly. What seems sensible now,
* may be entirely inappropriate a year or twd 
Z from now. It is therefore most important to
> any party that its convention delegates should 
’ be restrained in their grinding of particular
axes. To make a policy too particularized is 
to devalue it; it then quickly becomes out. of 
date. To clutter up the polity with too much 
detail also means softening, not strengthening, 
its immediate impact. What matters most to 
the Iprdlnary voter is the general outlook and 
attitude of the party that its convention reso­
lutions seem to express. To make that general 
outlook and ,attitude plain—to show clearly 
how the patty will in future approach our 
national problems—is the way to ensure that 
the convention’s policy-making is serious and 
effective. What has to emerge is the spirit 
of a new Liberal policy under a new leader. 
That is what the electorate across the countiy 
will be watching for and judging, and it is 
w hat, if properly done, will provide a sound, 
t democratic .guide for the leader and his lieu­
tenants in the years of their I responsibility.
. The mood of the patty is, without ques­
tion, one requiring vigorous policy proposals.
preaching now are any good, why were they 
not.brought out before?
Liberals would do themselves no good 
by dodging such questions. They are ques­
tions an intelligent public is bound to ask. 
And facing them requires no moral courage 
because they are, in fact, clear and satisfac­
tory, answers for Liberals to give. The essen­
tial part of the answer is simply that the 
modem world changes rapidly.
’ The 22 years of Liberal government be­
gan in 1935 with our recovery, slow but real, 
from the great depression. There followed 
Ihe total war of 1938 to 1945, during which 
men and women everywhere in the free world 
pledged themselves that victory would mean 
^.prosperity and social jtisUce; that:thc.ro would 
be no return to unemployment, waste and 
human decay o f the depression years. In Can­
ada, up'to now, this objective has been pretty 
well realized. Under Liberal leadership, many 
of the problems of the past have been over­
come.1 Canada moved into a new era of en­
ormously higher living standards, of greater 
and more equal opportunities for everyone, 
of social security; an era. in which the unity 
of the Canadian people has beenyconsolidatec 
and their status in the world almost immeas 
urably advanced.
Canada’s record in the post war world 
is one to be proud of, but there is much more 
to be done in response to the changing needs 
of these times. The,current slight recession 
in business and increase in unemployment 
would alone bring this forcibly home to the 
public. But, in fact, it is due over a wide 
range of public issues. -
Canada heeds a strong opposition in 
the. House. But that opposition, even though 
it may later take over the administration of 
the country* needs a clear-tut policy, a policy 
hammered out by delegates and not dictated
10 YEARS AGO 
January, 1048
Fire losses during 1947 were 
considered - comparatively light, 
according'to. figures released by 
Fred Gore, local-, fire marshal. 
Only one blaze accounted for the 
oss exceeding the $1,000 mark, 
Mr. Gore said, totallosses for the 
year amounting to $4,605.84.
George C. Hume, Gfehipore’s 
representative on the:: board of 
trustees of Kelowna School-'Dis­
trict 23, was re-elected chairman 
of the board, during the board’s 
first meeting of the new year.
Yet it is only seven months since the patty ,, by the “top brass” of ,the party 
ended 22 years of office. The public is entitled We feel the Liberals will emerge from
to ask: Didn’t you have plenty of time to do the ,convention a stronger party, determined
all you wanted to do? If these ideas yoh are to follow the ideals of “grassroot” thinking.
Old Age Security Plan 
Be
Local' butchers report decline 
in meat sales, due to the . steady 
rise in the price of pork -products, 
and there is a  certain amount of 
buyers’ resistance . to all other 
types of meat, especially lamb, 
which is now selling above 1929 
prices.
29 Ye a r s  ago
January, 1938'
Urgent need of more school ac­
commodation was the main theme 
Dave Chapman, school board 
chairman, when he addressed the 
public meeting a t ,the Junior High 
auditorium.' It will be necessary 
to build a $45,000 addition to the 
present junior high school this 
yeat, he said. If this is done, 
then the Senior and Junior High, 
whose curric^ulums aria- closely 
allied, could be housed under one 
root, to the great benefit of both 
schools, and the present high 
school could be renovated and 
turned into an elementary school.-
30 YEARS AGO 
January, 1928
At the last regular meeting of I 
the 1927 council, a satisfactory! 
financial statement for the past! 
year was submitted by the chair-1 
man of thd financo committee, I 
Aid. D. H. Rattenbury, Of the] 
1927 tax levy, 92.001 percent was 
collected, and at the 'end of the) 
year liquid assets showed an ex-' 
cess, of $14,635.53 over current) 
liabilities. The light and water 
systems yielded a profit of $9,- 
866j77. ,
40 YEARS AGO 
January, 1918
The Kelowna Branch of the 
B.C. Fruit Growers’ Association 
elected L. E. Taylor as director 
for South Kelowna and J . E. Ree­
kie for North Kelowna, with E. M. 
Carruthers and J. Goldie as dele­
gates for these - districts to the 
annual convention.
50 YEARS AGO 
January, 1908.
During’the past year W. Haug 
imported 23 carloads of lime, ce­
ment, lath and hard wall plaster 
and manufactured 15,730 cement 
blocks. His gross business done-in 
190? was $32,463, as against $13,- 
482 in 1906, the largely increased 
sale of building materials being 
evidence of the rapid progress of 




By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLB
OTTAWA (CP) -  Duncan K, 
MacTavlsh, president of the Na­
tional .Liberal Federation said 
Monday the greatest challenge 
facing the ‘ Liberal party is the 
maintenance of individual free­
dom. \
Mr. MacTavish was addressing 
the , opening session of the Cana­
dian University Liberal Federa­
tion’s annual collection.
He told some 80 delegates from 
28 university Liberal clubs that 
the "Liberal party is and must 
continue to be, if it is to sur­
vive, a party of ideas.’*
The Liberal party would look 
to the young element for jdeas 
and guidance.
UNFAIR TO NEW 
CANADIANS!
Recently l  saw, a short at the 
theatre of the opening of the Par­
liament of Canada by the Queen. 
What there was of the picture 
was w ry  well done. However, 
indignation welled up within me 
when I realized -that no consid­
eration had been given by the 
Government of Canada to the 
new Canadian
I am perfectly certain that dur­
ing the whole procedure not a 
single word was spoken in Ger­
man or Italian or in any of the 
multitude of languages and dia- 
ects which one hears of a Satur­
day on Bernard *Avenue. There 
wasn’t even any Yorkshire or 
Lancashire. And if it wasn’t 
enough to slight the New Cana 
dians, what about the Canadians 
themselves? 1 did not hear the 
Queen read any of the Speech 
in Cree or in the lingo of the Es­
quimaux.
The Speech was read by Her 
Majesty in English and all over 
again in 'French. I should like 
to know just how long we have 
to suffer this sort of nonsense. If 
I were going to live in Paris. I 
should learn to speak French If 
I were going to live in Germany,
I should learn to speak German. 
If the French-speaking Canadians 
cannot learn English then by all 
means let there be a translation 
service such as they have in the 
United Nations Assembly,
The discrimination made by 
ourselves on behalf of French 
Canadians and against new Cana­
dians from other lands is most 
unfair. We expect them to learn 
English before they can gain 
their Canadian citizenship, but 
we allow the French to go on 
speaking their patois endlessly. 
It is too ridiculous and it Is a 
hindrance to good government. It 
means that a French Canadian 
who cannot speak English will 
never arrive a t the top in poli­
tics. It means that an able Eng- 
iish-speaking Canadian must learn 
French (not Parisian French but 
a Canadian dialect) if he hopes 
to win the approval of the Quebec 
voters. I don’t  know where else 
in the world you could find such 
a stupid system as we have in 
Canada. The whole lengthy rig- 
arole has to be gone through 
rice. /
On each occasion a large sec­
tion of the audience is bored stiff.
would-be government has to go . 
on bended knee to Quebec), if 
some party (presumably the Con­
servatives) would promise that 
henceforth there would be one 
language spoken in Parliament. 
One thing would then be mad# 
clear. We' should know whether 
Canada Is ruled by Canadians or 
by the Province of Quebec, tor 
no one in his smses would ever 
contend that French is a  privil­
eged language. The French were 
not in Canada first. That honor, 
so far as we kpow, was held by 
people called indions. Therefore 
they and not the French have the 
right to have their language per­
petuated.
If I  were part of a minority of 
English speaking people and dom­
iciled in Paris, 1 should deem it 
necessary to speak French. Let 
all Canadians speak the common 
language of the majority. It la 
not a question as to rights |n d  ' 
privileges: it is a question of 
sound common sense. To me, it 
does not make sense that Visitors' 
to our Canadian Parliament 
should have to speak French. 
Mbst of them who try it, 1 sus­
pect, do it so badly that their 
attempt causes hilarity among 
those who speak the language 
fluently. •
' I hasten to add that this la my 
personal opinion, but I have a 
suspicion that it is one held by 
very- many Canadians. .
Sask. M ay 
Develop Sites 
For Campers
REGINA (CP) -  Saskatche­
wan may develop a  series of 
campsites along its portion of 
the Trans-Canada Highway, in 
ine with a proposal from Al­
berta and British Columbia to 
humanize” the road.
Deputy minister Tom Hill of 
lie department of travel and in- 
ormation said Saskatchewan is 
very definitely interested” in 
the Alberta-B.C. proposal which 
may be approved at a federal- 
provincial conference this spring.
“We would probably develop 
the campsites and picnic grounds 
over a five- to seven-year per­
iod,” be said. ’
verily believe that .the insist- 
ance upon two languages is really 
a matter of stubborn pride.' The 
Queen had even to ask the people 
to , sit down In two languages. If 
she hadn't said it in French, 
expect that those who had heart 
the request in a “foreign” tongue 
would have remained standing.
It, would probably solve' our 
troubles in Canada (or at. leas
PIONEER ROAD
The first highway in Canada
was built between Quebec and,--------- — ----------  — —. ----- -------  ---------------------------
Montreal early in the ,18th ,cen-|one of-them, namely that every sensational deed or devotion.
BIBLE T H O U G H T
1  am the vine and ye the 
branches . without me ye can 
do nothing, John 15:5. .
Christian' lives are notably 
fruitful. Christ performed humble 
services as w;ell as many mighty 
works. We should wait for some
1 ;  1  ■  ■
OTTAWA , (C P)-P rim e Minis­
te r  piefenbaker has announced 
an immediate study will he mode 
to  boo whether aspects of the 
United States old age security 
program’can be adapted in Can
ada ,1:1 , addition to present old 
age pensions.
He informed the Commons that 
Professor Gordon Huson of the 
University of Western - Ontario 
has been named to carry out the 
atudy,
Mr. Dlcfcnbakcr said a  prelim­
inary Examination shows the U.S.
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system provides higher benefits, 
paid • a t an earlier age, i for a 
wider range of benefits.
The: U.S. plan Was financed oh 
overage contributions by each 
person of $27.08 a year-—• “not 
much more than the overage con­
tribution -by Canadians of $22.70 
for. the old age pension" Of $55 
monthly to oU 70 and oVor.
The prime minister emphasized 
that any changes in the Canadian 
program would bo in addition to 
the present pensions.
NOT CONVINCED 
“I should like to make It clear 
that we have no thought of weak­
ening in any way our present 
provisions. But we are not fully 
convinced that a system such as 
we now have enn accomplish all 
that we ahpuld wish it to accoirt 
pllsh in the way of social secur­
ity provisions for our people.'
The study of the American sys­
tem was promised by Mr. Dlcfcn­
bakcr during last year's election 
campaign. In a Commons speechl i co c 
in November he again said that 
such nn investigation would bo 
made.: .,.v
lib said the U.S. plan of oli 
ago and survivor insurance p'
, les average monthly bench 
efr ̂ retirement of 170 for sin.
writers. $128 tor married con 
wi(Wj»t dependents and $85
Ww&tows, ,rement benefits were rm, •vnilj|ble a t age 65 for. men a 
$1 for women, payments rang* 
up to 1108.50 a month tor slna 
retired workers.
In addition, there was -gchcr 
survivor benefits of up to $200 * 
month for dependent wives a n t
children of injured workers who 
died before retirement age, and 
also disability i s u r  a n e c for 
workers forced to retire early 
through ill health.
Mr. Dlcfcnbakcr said the U.S. 
system, financed by contributions 
from employers, employees and 
self-employed persons, has not 
required any help from tho U.S. 
treasury since It was set up in 
1035. And after 22 years it had 
built*up n reserve of $22,000,000,' 
000..., /’*
Ho said that Professor Huson 
a professpr of business odmlnls 
tratloh, will “ make tin independ 
ent factual study of all tho as 
pcctq of tho United, States sys­
tem and its application to our 
Canadian problems, and . . . re­
port thereon to the government 
at the earliest opportunity."
Professor Huson would be free 
to examine comparable systems 
in  other countries but the govern­
ment intended that his principal 
concern should be with the U.8 
system. ,,, / '  , ■
ATTACK SEGREGATION 
ATLANTA. Ga. (A p)-A  group 
of Negro parents haye filed suit 
in federaf courts here,,seeking tt 
end segregation^in Atlanta’s pub­
lic schools. It is the first attempi 
to break down the public schoo 
pattern in Georgia although other 
suits have tried to end racial 
Segregation in colleges and on 
Atlanta's buses, Governor Mar­
vin Griffin has said ha will dose 
the schools in Georgia before a l 






I would like to support the re-1 
quest contained in Mr. Collett’s 
letter of recent date on*the above) 
mentioned name. > >,
This Centennial year wouldl 
seem to be nn appropriate time 
to' approach the civic Authorities 
with the suggestion of altering 
i:hi nam e’ from PENDOZI to | 
PANDOSY. »
This" gesture by the City Coun­
cil would; .synchronise With 4he I 
renovations to his buildings which 
understand arc to be:carried | 
out this year. , ' ),
The memory of an early plpcteerl 








D earBlr: ' ■ . ; ■ \  ^
An open letter to the mayor and} 
aldermen of the City of Kelowna, | 
Gentlemen:
There is a book on the shelf | 
of tho Regional Library in Ke-| 
Jowna entitled "Tho American 
Fluoridation Experiment,” wrlt-| 
ten by Doctors Exnor and Wald- 
bott and is published by Devin-1 
Adair of New Ydrk. Iq view of 
the gravo and spccltic chnrges 
made In this book and tho volumol 
Of evidence produced against the I 
artificial introduction of fluoride I 
into the public water supply, may] 
I venture to commend It to the| 




. .  . to have all maintenance, repair, renovation and redecora îon 
job  ̂ done around your home and place of business during tho, 
winter lull in the building industry. , .
Small jobs can get more attention at this season of the year, You'll 
likely get a better job and maybe a more economical one if you 
have it done now. ,
Help yourself and] at the same time help your community to 
. increase employment.
HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS are available under tho 
, National Housing Act through your Bank.
£or a d v ic e  a n d  a s s i s ta n c e ,  c a l l  y o u r  l
iV<
Y v
iime iv mifoimr or mi ftuifirie or uiooe, m m
M *
* i
VI \ !';| y,),
/
Red Cross Re-Elects. Officers
Given a standing ovation 
when they entertained delegates
KINETTE CHOIR WILL ENTERTAIN GROWERS
here three years ago, the Kin- t BCFGA convention hnn'"'“t !of Mrs. T. H. Hill, the choir is me!
nette Choir will sing at the | Wednesday. Under the direction with-enthusiasm at every recital
Daring Designer Not 
For Or Against Style
By DOROTHY ROE
NEW YORK <AP> — Even the 
Shapeless chemise fails to floor 
that diminutive but daring de­
signer, Adele Simpson, who re­
marks demurely: ,
‘T m  neither for nor against 
any new fashion. Instead I accept 
it as a challenge to figure how 
each woman can make it her 
own.”
Showing her spring collection to 
the .fashion press today, Mrs, 
Simpson illustrates graphically 
how every woman can wear some 
version of the current sack sil­
houette, after It has been refilled 
and revisd under the eye of a
skilled designer._____
•VARIED SILHOUETTE
She employs half-belts, back or 
front, to take the curse off the 
unfitted, look. She shows many 
bloused tops over slim skirts. She. 
shows a varied hneqpof suit sil- 
houettes, with jackets brief and 
straight, bloused or belted, phe 
uses the-jacket-length overblouse 
>as, a part of almost every, suit: 
costume, oftenm atchihgit toTKe 
jacket lining. ; :
Mrs. Sintpson admits to "male 
robbery” in her choice of suit 
fabrics, using many of the hand­
some silk blends that have been 
used in men’s wear for the last 
few seasons.
She takes a short-cut in both 
suit jackets and overblouses, end­
ing both at the hipbone or above, 
BRIGHT FESTIVE TONES 
For daytime street wear Mrs. 
Simpson -likes soft rieutral tones
TUES. JAN. 14, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
Kelowna Welcomes:
or navy, but for festive  occasions Newcomers who have recently
she shows a brilliant rainbow of taken up residence are: 
colors in flower prints or solid Mr. and Mrs. F. Osman and 
tones such as rio yed, tahoe blue ^heir three daughters making
modifies the their home at 1378 St. Paul St.• M olhe Parm s also modifies th e[ Mr_ and Mrs R H  Davi
sack  with outstanding success,
who have one spn and one daugh­
ter, moved into their new home 
at 349 Bume Ave. last week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wiley and 
two daughters from Cranbrook, 
whose new address is 544 Gren­
fell Ave.
- l
The entire 1957 slate of officers 
wa». re-elected. by acclamation 
at the Annual Meeting of the Red 
Cross Society, Kelowna branch, 
hew in the Voluntary Health 
Services annex on Friday. Jan­
uary 10. L. H. Stephens agreed to 
serve as president for another
S ir. Other officers named for 1958 term included J . A. Mc- 
phail, vice-president and W. Met*, 
calfe, secretary-treasurer. Hon­
orary presidents are Hon. W. A.
C. Bennett, Mayor R. F. Parkin­
son, and O. L, Jones.
President Stephens welcomed 
Mr. and Mrs, Eric Marsden of 
Vancouver, and Mr. W. E. Itaikes 
to tele Well-attended' meeting. Mr. 
Marsden i s , President of the 
British Columbia Division. Mr. 
Raikes, who recently took up 
residence in the Kelowna dis­
trict is Provincial vice-presideht. 
In submitting his report for the 
past year, Mr, Stephens quoted 
the peacetime objective of the 
Red Cross—"In time of peace or 
war to carry on and assist in 
work for, -the improvement of 
healthv the prevention of dlseas 
and the mitigation of human suf­
fering throughout the world.” 
Reports were heard from var­
ious committees,. including the 
financial campaign^ in which G 
A. EUiott told the meeting that 
Jhe total collection for the 1957 
drive for - funds amounted to 
$12,697,46, which figures exceed­
ed the quota of SU.20Q 'by $1,- 
4$7.46, Mr. J. A. MdPhail thanked 
the press' and-‘radio, for their 
splendid support. In his publicity 
Report and said effort would be 
renewed this year to encourage 
blood donors., .
Junior Red Cross was well rep­
resented with reports being heard 
from Westbank and Kelowna 
Junior and Senior High School 
branches. President Stephens 
commented that the work of the 
Junior Red Cross has been out­
standing in this area. ;
Presentation by Aid. R. D. 
Knox, acting for Mayor Parkin­
son, of gold Maple Leaf pins was 
made to five donors who quali­
fied at the October clinics by 
making their twentieth donation. 
These included Jack Hawks- 
worth, Karl H. Nahm, Joseph 
Neissner, J . R. Stephens, and 
Hugh- F. McCartney of West- 
bank. A citation from the Gov­
ernor-General accompanies this j 
award. Thirty-four gold buttons 
were also bestowed upon those 
who had qualified by giving ten 
blood donations. ,
At the conclusion of the meet­
ing, B.C. President Marsden con­
gratulated the Kelowna branch on 
the excellence of their new build­
ing. He praised the work of the 
1957 slate of officers and com­
mended them for agreeing 4b re- 
election. Reporting on the out­
standing participation of Canada 
in world disasters, Mr. Marsden 
said Canadian parcels opened 
overseas are noted for the qual­
ity of the women’s work. The 
Kelowna branch of the Red Cross 
Society is an outstanding one of 
the Division be said -and the 




W estbank M eet
WESTBANK — Westbank Cen­
tennial committee, a t a -maeting 
held Thursday evening, reported 
that through canvasses and an 
evening of Bingo, they have col­
lected $700 to date- This sum will 
be matched by a government 
grant'-of $560. ail monies going 
toward the addition of a kitchen 
and washroom facilities to the 
present community hall. At the 
meeting, the committee discus-
aed 'at length certain modlfle*.
tions In the original plana far the 
addition.
Tentative plans were also dis* 
cussed tor-a variety concert to 
be held in the spring, as a mean* 
of raising more money.
The centennial committee*, 
headed by chairman W. M. Mae* 
lauchlan and treasurer Wm. Mac* 
L«an, consists of Mr. and Mrs. 
T. B, Reece, Mrs. F . L. Clarke* 
Mrs. J . H. Blackey, Sid Saund­
ers, C. W. Ouwehand and Bobo 
Springer. John Payntnr,* as presi­
dent of the Community Club* 
also attended the meeting.
Ultra-Vision
" T V. SET
, - , f » 1
Today's M ost Advanced I , V .  Receiver
W ITH  EVERY ENGINEERING FEATURE TO G IVE YOU  
PERFECT TONE A N D  LIFE-LIKE PICTURE CLAR ITY  
IN  EVERY AREA.
using various devices to indent it 
a t the waistline and shape it over 
the bustline. She calls this the 
“ soft focus” silhouette—slender | 
but far from shapeless. - 
Most of the Parnis chemises!
Pianist Skoda Thrills Vernon
(Courier’s'Vernon Bureau) i variations was facilitated by the
.     . VERNON—Three encores, onehave a half belt in front, hang qUjPi an(j exceyent artistry all
straight in back. She shows ^  combined to make pianist Paul
number of w earabledress-and-gacjura_s]«xla’s vjsjf a memQr.
jacket costumes, with hipbone aWe one# ,
jacket over a t  u b t l y  shaped piayjng before a house of more 
chemlsp. I than 1,000 concert-goers, the
.Viennese-born virtuoso exposed 
to organize a civil defence group the mastery of his old time com- 
for some time, and anyone, in-patriots, Bach.Beethoven.Chop- 
terested is being asked to attend. hn and others, to his rapt aud- 
This short course has been plan- ience.
hed by local citizens, deluding jjadura-Skoda’s one concession
cnnar hMHpd fcfv "paidIto tbfemore "popular” works was Institute, spear-headed by Pau*Ljs fjnai encore, -which was
Brown. •- Straus’s Pizzicatto Polka. This
Mrs D Gellately returned two prior.fncores were Schubert’s 
Monday from a New Year’s visit Impromptu , in ;G.Flat Major, and 
with her daughter and son-in- jChopin s Study in F. Major, 
law, Mr. and Mrs. John Weinard Opening his program with 
and their son Freddy at Kam- Adagio in D Minor, the pianist 
loops. , r  progressed from the rolling minor
* , ■ , i  ! . scales of Bach’s Chrmqatic Fan-
Mrs. Frank Cornish : W at I tasy and Fugue, to the more lilt- 
present a patient in Kelowna Gen- ing Sonata in D. Major, K576. The
WESTBANK
WESTBANK — The first of a 
scries of six lectures on fire­
fighting methods, sponsored by 
the Vancouver fire marshal train­
ing unit was held Thursday, Jan­
uary 9. A fairly large proportion 
of the Westbank Volunteer Fire 
Brigade was in attendance.
Claude Watkins of the pro­
vincial department of health will 
speak at Westbank Elementary 
school Tuesday, Jan. 14, in the 
first of four lectures oh civil de­
fence. This is the first effort here
short talk.
The music * itself portrayed 
emotions of tenergy, solemnity, 
fierceness, battle, and finally 
tragedy. Paul likened -the'- por­
trayal of Beethoven’s fighi; 
against deafness* as the “Death 
of a Hero.”
During the intermission, the
SR C A Group Meets
The executive of the Kelowna 
branch of the Society for the Pre­
vention of Cruelty to . Animals 
held their regular meeting Tues­
day, Jan. 7, in the Library Board 
room. Mrs. M. B. Wills, H. Tutt 
and J. Stallard were named as 
nominating committee for elect­
ion of officers. Other item? of 
business were discussed and the 
date set for the annual meeting, 
which will be held pn February 
4. '  '
PLUS these Exclusive 
G-E Features /
r
•  Stratopowcr Chassis.
•  22-Tube Functions.
•  Dip-Soldered Chassis.
•  Top Front Tuning.
•  Giant 2 i” Screen.
•  Lustrous Wood Grain Cabinet with 
the new -‘-‘Dynoc” finish that resists 
bums, won’t check front heat and 
resists stains. , • ,
SELLING AT A  PRICE 
YOU WOULD NORMALLY  
/  PAY FORT A  
21" TABLE MODEL Model 21C43
OLD INSTRUMENT
The recorder, a flute-like In- 
„ „ , . . . . .  strument, was a popular favoritepianist h a d a  g o a t  tuning his in Tudor times.’ 
massive Stemway, courtesy of a -■ . —
local tuner. Paul expressed de­
light at the opportunity, but 
gladly relinquished the tools to 
the "hands of experience,” a few 
moments later.
Bartok’s Suite, Opus 14, and 
Faptasie in F  Minor, Nocturne in 
C Minor, Scherzo No. 1, in B 
Minor, by-Chopin, concluded the 
scheduled performance.-
Reg. 
List . . 3 1 9 . 9 5
See them today at
NOW
ONLY 2 6 9  «
Terms Available
B AR R  &  A N D ER S O N
( I N T E R I O R )  L T D .
594 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3039
eral Hospital. latter work, by Hozart, seemed 
to appeal to the youngsters in 
the audience more than any other 
part of the program;
During the first three works, 
the audience sat in almost rev­
erent awe,: nervously, struggling 
for absolute silence, despite the 
occasional stifled, embarrassed 
cough. . , .V ,
, Sensing - his listener’s resraint, 
Mr Badura-Skoda interrupted 
the ’Sonata, turned from the 
Stetyway. and with a broad smile 
urged everyone to have as big''a 
cough a$. he liked. The resulting 
ovation was tor an artist whose 
only wish was that his audience 
should enjoy the music to the 
fullest.
The second time Paul spoke to 
the audience was before his entr 
Into Beethoven’s-Thirty-two Vari 
atiOns in C Minor. Lacing his de­
scription with'/explanatory ex- 
crpta on the keys, he related how 
the' pifece was1 composed by 
Beethoven at a time when ho was 
most aware of his approaching 
deafness. Interpretation, of the
WAR BRIDES
About, 10,000 Australian girls 
married United States service­
men during the Second World 
War.
m m m m m
Your Baby's
NURSERY NEEDS
a n d ,
FEED IN G  FO R M U LA  
and M EDIC INES
are at
DYCK'S DRUGS
For Delivery lust Dial 3333
' m m m m
j
K e e p  u p  to  d a te  on C a n a d a  b y 
re g u la rly  re a d in g
SOUTHERN SELECTION
. By ALICE ALDEN
The suit of fine iM n . super* 
latively tailored and/ detailed, 
i s 1 n favorite with wteU-dressed 
women at birtart southern tV  
sorts. Such a suit, if carefully 
1 chosen, should da a  full touy of 
duty later’’ in the' year. Hunt*
llcRh docs one with n skirt of 
solid ontmcnl-bcigo Moygn'shol 
linen co-ordinated with a chqr- 
coal-stripcd jacket; Three- 
quarter dolman sleeves allow 
for arm case. Hlp-buttoncd 







Keep in touch with,hopne news —* 
sports, flnonce, politics and current 
events. Canada Weekly Review --t 
the only Canadian paper edited and 
published In Great Britain Is on sale 
a t leading hotels and newsstands. 
Fast cable news gives you o weekly 





ON SALE EVERY FRIDAY 
AT NEWS AGENTS
everywhere in the U .K .
-Only per copy
“The University of British Columbia is bursting at the seam& \  
Today, more than 8,900 young men and women * 
seeking a higher education must use '
facilities that are oververowded and obsolete.
“In only eight years, the enrolment is expected to number 
more .than 15,000. Emergency measures and 
temporary buildings can no longer suffice. Teaching 
and research buildings must be constructed. . .  morp and 
better residences must be provided . i . essential 
services and academic facilities must be expanded.
“National and Provincial development demand more and 
better educational opportunities for our young 
peop|e. By helping them, you are helping yourself.
I urge you to support, your un iversity  to the fullest 
contributing to the U;B.C. Development Fund.’’
/ / i
by
Norman A. At, AlaeKcnzie, President 
The Univcreity pf British Columbia
[ i'' .
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f  ISPORIliSHTg; o
Final Roiiitd « f  League Play 
Study For Head-Shrinkers
■ . # ' • ' : , ■, , I
By GEORGE INOUS
(CMrier Sports Editor)
The chips are down how in the OSHL, and it is the guys 
' who think like champions who are going to come through.
The Packers are leading the Chiefs by a slim three points 
now; as the result of losing to the Hub City combination Satur- 
day night, and they could very well be caught unless they get 
* in the proper frqme of mind for-the last 14 games.
This may be the factor on" which the Barker Trophy rides 
' or falls. Right now, the Chiefs are definitely whipped up into a 
.. .championship frame-of.mind, and-the Little General-Grant 
Warwick— is just the guy that can l^eep them thinking that way, 
if anybody can. Whether or not Ken McKenzie officially announ­
ces his appointment as coach, it is obvious that is what he is 
", The Vernon Canadians are still in contention, too, and they 
have at least a dozen guys who don’t have to be told much about 
•thinking Ukc champions—they only have to cast backf in their 
mind for a few months, and they know exactly how it feels. 
v ‘ For the Packers, however, it is a new deal. There are guys 
on the club who have played with championship clubs, but there 
are also some who have never played on a winner. This is where 
coach Jack O’Reilly will have his work carved out for him.
* This is the job that Grant Warwick did with those famous 
Penticton Vces, when they went all the way to the world cham­
pionship. This is the. spirit that is showing up in those Chiefs tjow, 
and has always been lurking mound somewhere in the Canucks. 
It’s the spirit the Packers have yet to acquire.
It’s an elusive, fleeting'quality, aften incapable of instilling 
in a team, even one of top calibre. It is also a quality that can 
make a. mediocre roster of players into, a championship club, 
It's jet propulsion fuel of the kind that brooks no defeat. ,
■ ■ And coach P ’Reilly is going to have to find it.
CHAMPIONS IN CALIBRE
There is little doubt that the Packers have the ability right 
now to go all the way through in this league, which automati­
cally makes them a threat to go all the way to the Allan Cup. 
Based on the several abilities of the players, and their perform­
ances in the play to date, they can be a winner.
They can be, if they jvaht to be so hard it hurts in the back 
of their throat, and the adrenalin pumps so hard through their 
f system they can taste it. There isn’t any middle course, either 
they think jike cHampions or they don’t. They have to feel with 
every fibre of their being that they can shellac anything within 
a  country mile, not just pay the thought lip-service.
This is coach O’Reilly’s monumental task—to capture that 
elusive quality and infuse it in his men. If it comes of its own 
accord, he has a cinch. If it doesn’t, he will have to turn into a 
cross between a Harley Street head shrinkecand a voodoo priest, 
it can be that tough to conjure up.
It’s an acid test for the dynamic Irishman.
AIDING FACTORS
> There is .no certainty that Genial Jack may have to do all 
ithe work* however. There are other factors that can lend a  hand, 
like fans who really believe in the club, and staunch supporters 
who talk nothing but victory.
There are those team-mates who have tasted of victory who 
can help those who haven’t. The enthusiasny of the lucky ones 
may bum with a hot enough flame to fuse the others into a 
singleness of purpose and desire that will overcome all opposi 
tion. If it does, O’Reilly’s job will be done for him.
- There is no longer the question of whether they have the 
ability or not, this has been proven throughout the season.
It’s a case now of suitability—to wear a crown.
SOME KNOTS TO TIE
In addition to his psychological chores, Jack will have some 
mechanical ones as well, in these last days of league play. His 
fijst problem will be to fit his new forward, Bill, Voss, into the 
team, and juggle his lines to get the best out of the players he 
has now.
He will have to continue with the brisk workouts that keep 
the reflexes razor-sharprand the legs" sound for two-way skating. 
He will have to be sure his convalescing players don’t overdo it 
before they are back to their full vigor, 
i He has to keep a sharp eye out for strategies in the games to 
come, as all the clubs pull out the stops and jockey for the final 
berths.
These mechanics O’Reilly can haiidle. They are almost 
second nature to a man with a long playing antf coaching record.
i
By BOB TBIMBEE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
WINNIPEG (CP)—In the midst 
of one of his most productive 
goal - scoring seasons a t,an  age 
when most hockey players have 
laid aside their skates, Billy (Mo- 
sie) Mosienko, 36, captain of Win­
nipeg Warriors, tonight will be 
honored by his home town fans.
The veteran of 18 years of pro­
fessional hockey will be show­
ered with gifts between periods 
of a scheduled Western Hockey 
League game against Saskatoon- 
St. Paul Regals. The gift list has 
not been announced.
The season’s largest crowd is 
expected for what has been billed 
as "Billy Mosienko Night.” 4 It 
will be the second time the right­
winger has been so honored. It 
also- happened in 1952 when he 
played for Chicago Black Hawks 
of the NHL. ’ . :
Mosie was born in Winnipeg 
and learned to play hockey here. 
His last amateur team was Win­
nipeg Monarchs in 1939 - 40. The 
following year ne sighed a  profes­
sional contract with the Hawks. 
For two seasons he toiled in the 
minors before reaching the NHL
Success or failure will undoubtedly be affected by these factors, I club. ' >
trat they are only a  small part of the picture. w iS
, They arc the constants m the algebraic problem of winning. 268 g o a l s and 282 assists in
The real secret, however, is the variable—-S-P-I-R-I-T. * 'league games
Coach Jack O’Reilly’s Packers 
will be out to break the Chiefs' 
surge, of power tonight in the 
Mainline City.
If they beat the Chiefs, It will 
be the scond victory for the Pack­
ers in the northern city this year, 
and it will put them five points 
up on the second-place club. If 
they drop the game, they will
only have .a skinny one-point edge.
Tonight’s game will be first time 
the Packers have had a  15-man 
line-up this season, with their new 
forward, Bill Voss, mailing his 
first appearance in the red and 
white uniform. '
Voss, whose clearance from 
Central Registry, re-instating him 
as an amateur, just through Sat-
GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
TUES. JAN. 14, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
On W ay  
To 2nd Crown
FLY IN G  CAG ERS B A LLET
“CARE i f o t  THE NEXT 
DANCE?” 111686 two basket­
ball players, resembling ballet 
dancers, are Kelowna’s Bill 
Martino, left, and Curlew’s Jim
Martin, in their, weekend exhibi­
tion game. Oilers beat the U.S. 
air force club, and added to their 
weekend thrills by beatihg the 
Penticton Truckers Saturday
night in the Peach City. A win 
for Oilers this week against 
Kamloops just about cinches the 
Okanagan-Mainline - crown for 
them. (Courier Staff Photo)
PENTICTON —.Kelowna Oilers, 
touted as one of the best cage 
squads to come out of the Orchard 
City in recent years clinched first 
place in the Interior Basketball 
League on Saturday night by 
whipping Penticton Freightways 
51-42.
Bob Radies lead the spasmodic 
Kelowna attack, hitting for 18 
points. Bill Martin, a constant 
threat, connected for 10 while Ron 
Young and Bud Englesby each
Warrior Fans Plan Honor
Four of his NHL seasons were 
penalty-free and in 1945 hb be­
came the first Winnipeg - born 
player to win the .Lady Byng 
trophy for his ability and sports­
manship. A year earlier was his 
best NHL scoring year—32 goals 
and 38 assists for 70 points, 
Linemates C li n t  Smith and 
Doug Bentley added 72 and .77 
points respectively and' t h e  trio 
set a record for the most points 
scqred by one line in a season. 
It was broken by one point the 
following year by Montreal Cana 
diens’ punch line. But neither \to- 
tal, both set in a 50-game Sched­
ule, has since been equalled,
He holds one NHL record,-, set 
March 23, 1952, a t . New York 
against the Rangers. He scored 
three goals in 21 seconds. Mosie 
was morp interested in the sec­
ond goal of ihe game which was 
his 30th of thq season, the second 
time he had reached this mark 
in the NHL. A Ranger player 
had to tell him he had just set
a record.
.When Warriors bought his con­
tract from Hawks three seasons 
ago, Mosie had planned to retire 
and put his full time in a bowl­
ing-alley business owned with for­
mer Hawk teammate Joe Cooper.
But he had always wanted to 
play as a professional ih his 
home town so he agreed to turn 
out. ,
In his first two seasons he 
scored 49 goals and 49 assists. So 
far this year,, he ;haS _ scored 21 
goals despite an injury which 
kept him out of action for eight 
games early in the season.
Coach Alf Pkei, said:
“Mosie’s > in his best scoring 
year so far. He could easily play 
n the NHL. At this age most 
players think of quitting but he 
still . . .  is willing to practice 
As a personal friend, on ahd off 
the ice, he’s a terrific guy.” 
Mosie is married and has three 
children, Billy, 10, Brian, six, and 
Wendy, 18 months.
Club
Will Have To Plant Again
But He Hates Them
VICTORIA (CP)MThc execu­
tive of the Victoria Cougars is­
sued a statement late Monday 
criticizing former manager Colin 
Kilburn for making a player deal 
which it said^ was largely respon­
sible for the team’s poor showing 
in the Western Hockcy-Lcagqe 
Kilburn was fired Sunday as 
manager of the Cougars, who are 
a t the bottom of the WHL's coast 
division. Monday he said in an 
interview:
"What docs a man have to do 
here'? 'During the summer I led 
the drive to raise enough money 
to keep the club going. . A good 
many people Invested in the club 
purely oh my say-so.'*
KUburn said he was given no 
opportunity to atato his case. He 
declared hq could sta  no future 
for himself or his family In Vic­
toria.
In a statement Monday night 
Cougars president A. N. Held', 
vice-president WUf Ritchie and 
executive member, Fred MacKcn- 
*io said KUburn was paid 9900 
by tho WHL for his work prior to 
formation of tho present, club, 
’ Tho money,was. for nine weeks,1 
Kilburn was given full responsi­
bility for procurement of. players, 
tho statement said,
“One deal, involving, several 
players, has. In the unanimous 
opinion of the, executive, hod 
mOat unfortunate results and hat 
beep td-a'-ireat degtee responsible 
for the club's lack of placing sue* 
ccss..Thi» whft the deal that sent 
’-A larm ; Pelletier., tP Vancouver* 
“The N aicr npto«* by Kilburn 
tdst&ofc&him'iit goal locked the cxperfcoCcbnd phy»lc Al attributes 
necessary 'fdr success in this lea- 
guc. By the tlmo Emile Francis 
w at'secured the club had fallen 
almost hopelessly behind the 
tarifc.** i * * i
'•Dot\HumUton, gO-year-old pro­
duct oLYictoria junior ranks, ten­
ded nets tor Victoria a t  tho Mart 
of the season. Hamilton wore con 
tact lenses on the, ice.
1. T)t»e*okecuUve said i t  fodpraes
the work done ljy Fat Egan, who 
succeeded Kilburn early in the 
season as coach, "under the most 
trying circumstances,” and said 
he has been “responsible for a 
pleasing style of play.
Given adequate additional play­
er strength and a  free hand it 
was felt that Egan could product 
"a colorful and contending team.” 
Klibum’s salary as manager, 
coach; and player was fixed at
$8,500. The executive said it re­
mained unchanged when he volun­
tarily relinquished coaching dut­
ies to Egan.
"It is now his contention that 
he should be paid in full until 
midsummer for all three posi­
tions,” the executive said, It had 
taken this contention under ad­
visement and proposed .to dis­
charge the club’s "full legal and 
moral obligation” in the matter,
Owls Nip Lakers 
In High School 
Hoop Thriilei;
The lCcldwna high Owls edged 
the Penticton high Lakers 43-42 
over the weekend in a basketball 
gome which thrilled all who saw 
it, - .
In on earlier gome,' tho Owls 
lost to the Lakers, and the. locals 
were out for rovenge.
The pwls got off to a good start 
in tho first quarter, and managed 
th .go t ahead of Penticton with 
eight points. Penticton caught up 
to them, and from then on tho 
wholo game was a  ncek-and-ncck 
proposition. By the half time, it 
was 23-20 for tho Lakers.
The fans a t the Kelowna 'High 
gym were going wild in the last 
two quarters. With sopno skillful 
playing by such Kolownn players 
ns Dclconrt, Bedell and Mciklc, 
thtt end of -the ,3rd quarter saw 
Kelowna ahead, 33-29.
FAST LAST QUARTER 
Tff ihe last quarter, both teams 
went in with a will to win. With 
the .ttokcri* gkermer, and the 
Owls'‘Dclcourt and Bedell, more 
points ftytat, up tor both sides. In 
tho last 20 acconds-of the game, 
Penticton was ahead 42-41. Just 
then. Penticton got a  penalty and 
Basil Mrlklo took a free shot. 
He-missed, and in a spectacular 
play, Dclcourt got tho rebound
and scored—making Kelowna .win, 
by the skin of her teeth, 43-42. It 
was one of the* most exciting 
games of .the season 
Tho high scorers in tho game 
were: Dclcourt'with-a total of 15 
points, then Bedell with-14, and 
third was Penticton’s Skcrmcr 
with 10, The referees in the game 
were Slater df Penticton and Bob 
Hall of Kelowna.
RUTLAND GIRLS WIN 
The''first game of tho-evening 
was between the KelOwitn, High 
girls and the Rutland, girls, Rut­
land defeated Kelowna 35-23., In 
the last quarter, Kelowna got off
to a good start by making tho 
first 4 po|nts. From then on, how­
ever, Rutland g o t, tho heat, oi 
KHS.wlth the-half tlihe showin, 
19-12 for Rutland, and ,tho cm 
showing 35-23. ,
The girl >to,.get tho most points 
irt-thc game was Lynn Scoullar, 
Kelowna, with 14. Next came 
Marge Fielder, Rutland, with 13. 
Tho reforces were Bulotovitch and 
Slater. . i
EDMONTON (CP) Edmon­
ton Eskimos can no longer claim 
the club stability that has added- 
to four years of football'success. 
They've been shaken to the roots 
of their organization.
Now they need someone to fill 
coach F rank Ivy’s large 'shoes, 
and someone to replace assistant 
Ray Prochaska. Tonight, they 
may have to find someone to suc­
ceed club president. Cec Ross. 
Wednesday, star player Jackie 
Parker must decide whether to 
stick with , the club.
The1 club- that for at least four 
years had taken a stand-pot at­
titude has been feted with all 
these problems within a week. In 
addition, there have been signs 
of apathy among Edmonton sup­
porters.
Troubles s t a r t e d  Thursday 
night when Ivy, the big Oklaho­
man, signed ns head coach of tho 
National Football League’s Chi­
cago Cardinals. Some fans were 
shocked; others felt Ivy’s reign 
was "too good to Inst.” 
PROCIIASKA FOLLOWS 
Mondajr, t h e  club revealed 
that in nn effort to replace Ivy it 
had offered Prochnska tho pro­
motion. Ross said the 38-year-old 
Nebraskan was .presented with 
“w hatw e.. thought was a  very 
good’offer.”
However, Prochaska turned it 
down for reasons unexplained. Ho 
will follow Ivy to Chicago in­
stead, and remain an assistant 
there, along with "Cardinal hold­
over Chuck DtUlls. \ x
Tonight, the community - spon- 
cored club faces another test of 
Strength, Ross has tald he In­
tends to resign, though there is a 
strong move afoot to keep him 
at the helm. ;
Last week, a  meeting-of-the 
Touchdown Club which elects the 
team management drew only
about 20 per cent of its members 
Even 1hose who did turn out 
didn’t say a ’foord as new direc 
tors were elected unopposed for 
the first time in y e a r s . -
PARKER A MYSTERY
Parker, who at the start of last 
season was g i v e n a special Es­
kimo contract allowing him to en­
ter the NFL anytime up to Jan 
15,' ,has a s ' yet announced no 
move. He said last week he had 
an offer from New York Giants 
but Giants later dnied this.
Meanwhile, Esks are listening 
to all applications for /the coach 
ing jobs. Ross reported Monday 
that several United States college 
coaches already have ’shown 
some interest, 1 .
Whoever gets the position wi 
have big shoes to fill. In four 
years at Edmpnton, the affable 




Andy Kassa of Vernon copped 
the senior men’s . slalom , racing 
at a meet held by the club at the 
Silver Star Mountain near Ver­
non, with 200 valley skiers at­
tending.
Margaret Raffle of Salmon Arm 
won the women’s senior eveht, 
with Jackie Stinson, a Kelowna 
gal who is only in her third year 
of skiing, taking the runner-up 
spot.
Bill Ahrens of Kelowna won the 
junior boys^ event, and Anne 
Freeman of Vernon the junior 
girls,’ followed by sister Lindy.
Here are the results of the 
meet:
Senior Men
1. Andy Kassa, Vernon,’ slalom
58.3, giant slalom 23.6; 2. Dick 
Street, Kamloops, slalom 59.8, 
giant slalom 23.6; 3. Ted Osborne, 
Vernon, slalom 65.6, giant sla­
lom 25.4.
Senior Women
1. Margaret Raffle, Salmon 
Arm, slalom 62.9, giant slalom 
25.4; 2. Jaqkie Stinson, Kelowna 
slalom 100.2, giant slalom 50.0 
3. Diane Street, Kamloops. 
Junior Boys —
1. Bill Ahrens, Kelowna, slalom
71.3, giant slalom 25.8; 2. Phil 
Peters, Vernon, slalom 79.4, giant 
slalom 27.2; 3. Jim  Thompson, 
Salmon Arm, slalom 80.4, giant 
slalom 40.3.
Junior Girls
1. Anne Freeman, Vernon, sla­
lom 91.0, giant slalom 64.7; 
Lindy Freeman, Vernon, slalom 
102.7, giant slalom 32.0; '3. Anne 
Wiley, Vernon, slalom 103.0, giant 
slalom 40.0.
added five points to the Oiler 
cause.
For Freightways, hustling Char- 
e Przeni was the top pointgetter 
with 12. He was followed by Bill 
Hanlon, with nine and Eric Hof­
mann with six.
Hofmann turned in a superla­
tive performance, holding Kel­
owna’s Bll Dean to a meagre 
three points as well as contribut­
ing six points' to the Penticton 
scoring. . t
The game was a nip and tuck 
battle all the way with Kelowna 
holding a 27-22 advantage at the 
half and Penticton drawing close 
several times in the second half.
Fouls played a big part in the 
contest. Each club had six tries 
from the free throw line in the 
first half-with-Freightways con­
verting all six and the Oilers mak 
ng good Jour of their six a t­
tempts.
In the second half, Kelowna h t 
on eight of 12 and Penticton man­
aging only two points from the 
free throw' line in five tries.
Tempers flared in the final quar­
ter as play began to get rough. 
George Drossos and Bill Martino 
made all the- motions without 
1 hrowing any punches and then 
Bill Roth and Chattie Burtch 
squared off and displayed lheir 
pugilistic prowess. Burtch; and 
Roth were banished from the 
game. i .
Top Skiers Upset 
By Sudbury Entry
SUDBURY. Ont. (CP)-Antero 
Rauharien of Sudbury’s Sampo 
Athletic Club staged a spectacu­
lar upset here during Ahe week­
end, defeating both Arvo Ayar- 
anto of Sudbury and Elmer Ypya 
of North Bay in Sampo's anntfal 
invitation cross-country‘ski meet.
Ayaranto and Ypya have been 
chosen to represent Canada In the 
world championships later this 
year, in Finland.
homa’s Bud Wilkinson, gave the 
Eskimos three national cham­
pionships.
Egypt Squashed -  
W ith A R a c q u e t
AO (MTi Ult VI|U UjOL *
c . ref TORONTO (CP) Defending
champion Azam KhaR of Pakit* 
ton defeated Mohammed Dardicr 
<if Egypt three out ©f four gamei
Ffunday to hold the championship 
Badminton and Racquetat the
Club's, annual pro 
iquash tournament*
amateur
PEOPLE DO 1 
R EA D  SM ALL 
ADS •  * *
Y O U  ARE i
H ( -) n  S p r i n k l e r  Ir r ig a tio n  
p a ys  f o r  itself in hig he r 
yields b e tte r  crops!
W ELCOM E BCFGA
■ - 1 ‘ . - , ' ' H ' , ' • , •
See your A & M distributor for British Colombia while
, r  n . , , -
in-KcloWna al your 69lh Annual Convention,
today afternoon, has^bekn work* 
tog out with the club for a week 
now.
NEW LINE
O’Reilly plana to try  the new 
forward on a  line with vetern 
centre man Ray Powell and -fleet 
ight-wtoger Bill Swarbrick. Until 
>e has had a  good look at him, 
lowever, the Packers' mentor 
will try to work him to where 
be fits best
The Chiefs, working under their 
unofficial mentor, “Little Gener­
al” Grant Warwick, will be a  
tough club to beat tonight, .with 
two wins under their belts—Fri­
day’s 9-1 victory lover the Vernon 
Canadians, and Saturday’s 3-1 win 
over the Packers. >
Playing without the services of 
defenceman Bob Dawes here Sat­
urday, the Chiefs showed a back* 
checking hustle they haven’t  had 
so tar this (mason, and looked like 
they had a new grip on the win* 
ning ways.
NOT TOO CBI9F 
The Packers, however, didn’t  
look too crisp on Saturday night, 
with a couple of key players ex* 
pericncing off-nlghta. Should they 
be "up" for the match tonight, 
It will be a  differeut story, ac­
cording to coach O'Reilly.
Th Packers have six games 
against the Chiefs to the remain­
der of the league schedule, and 
they could very well be crudals, 
since both clubs seem to be pretty 
well balanced on the . basis of the 
season's play so far. . ?
The balance of power will rest 
with the Packers' ability to take 
ihe Chiefs on their home Ice, since 
four o^the six games are in Kam­
loops, with the Chiefs only -here 
twice. * ‘
Vernon Canadians have three 
appearances to make in Kelowna 
in the balance of the schedule, 
with Friday night being their, next 
showing here. Kelowna travels to 
Vernon twice.
Penticton has two appearances 
here, and Kelowna travels back 
there twice, so the Chiefs and 
Packers will have two more 
meetings than with the other 
clubs.
T O P -P U C E JUNIORS 
M EET HERE TONIGHT
The two top-place junior 
dubs will be battling it out to­
night a t 8, when Kelowna hosts 
the Penticton club to n regular 
league gam e..
Dennis Casey and Bob Jab- 
lonski, Kelowna, forwards who 
lead the scoring parade,, will.be 
seeking to fatten up their aver­
ages, and boost their club into 
top spot again.
With one game in hand, Ver­
non leads the Kelowna dub by 
two points in standing.
H O C K EY S TA N D IN G S
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
AHL
W L T F  A Pt 
24 13 4 145 115 52
22 16 2 I3& 89 46 
19 17 3 135 126 41 
16 20 3 116 142 35
16 21 2 123 149 34
13 23 6 122 158 32 
GHL ■
W L T F  A Pt
23 10 3-147 112 49 
18 17 »'144 140 39
17 17 2 115 119 36
14 18 3 105 105 31 
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, to simply stand y 
, there* it'•My 1
F O R  FRfiC D ELIVER Y
Til CMIJUtttWO BRKVriBlII(8.t)Llill(S ' '
’ (fimtoff T lllH fff IrtVfflM It!)  « ' ’
IUCK Mill. U«|l| IMR ,  Mr ' ' ;
MOO (MMIMIAN lAOMt HIS * OUI COUNfftV XUS • 4K C««AH «f(»Ur
IMi ilvirlfiiiMRt It sot iptlltMrf or oltoliiod kyD* 
Lllttr Control liirl $ t tkifitvirlRfit If Ifitick Cilinlli
Bitter Defence Controversy 
Shaping
by GEORGE KITCHEN 
Cuudlan P re »  SUM Write*
fmlttee report, 4  searching study) LeadiAg Democrats, accusing 
of U.S. defence needs prepared by jEisenhower of suppressing the re*
WARHTNfS’iYiN (CPI A bitten® group of leading Americpn sci- WA8HINUTUN oilier) . , j  v_1K:n-*. m n. the^.nrfTmr un .rnniS  M m *  aod business men ‘at the 
co°jf*” f1ru,y  . ^ lb^ ^ Dr̂ p1fr̂ ^ f  rcouc3t d  President Eisenhower,
W“ Sy ^ r tS T s  !t*U 9 ® ^ . ® ^ !  » :  * 0™*} 9®**
a
survey
the United SUtes as standing in 
the gravest military peril in its 
180-year history.
In substance, the document Is 
reported to picture the U.S. as 
being exposed to “an almost Im­
mediate threat" from a  missile- 
bristling Soviet Union and to rec­
ommend a  rapidly-rising military 
budget, to keep the country from 
becoming a second-class power, 
th e  disclosures are made In a 
paper known as the Gaither com
tber J r . taf the Ford Foundation. 
FASTS “TWEAKED"
To date, the White House has 
refused to make the report pub­
lic, claiming it contains highly- 
classified v military, information, 
but enough of it has been 
"leaked” to American newspapers 
to put Congress on the alert to 
the fact the administration has in 
its hands a document that may 
have far - reaching political ram­
ifications.
port'because of its “devasting ex­
posure of America's weakness.” 
already have begun to pepper the 
White House, with demands for its 
full publication. They have been
S A H A R A N  D R EA M -O IL
I
ALGIERS, Algeria. (Reuters)—{Libyan frontier 410 m iles’ from
THE DAILY COURIER 
TWER. JAN. 14. 1938
OTTAWA (CP)—Jean Lesage, 
former Liberal cabinet minister, 
hinted Monday that free educa­
tion at all levels may be part of a 
restatement of the principles of 
Liberalism at this week's party 
leadership convention.
Mr. Lesage told the annual 
convention luncheon pf the Cana­
dian University Liberal Federa­
tion:
“ I am sure that the Liberal 
party us a whole is ready to en­
dorse the principle of free edu­
ca tio n  at . all levels. It seems to 
me that all governments, federal, 
provincial and even municipal, 
could, together, take steps to at­
tain that desirable aim.”
"Something has to be done." he 
said to meet the fact that Canada 
is lagging in the extent and range 
of university education with five 
out of every thousand Canadians 
attending university, compared 
with 15 in the United States and 
20 in Russia.
“Canada must end the. situation 
In which many young men and 
women are shut off,'by lack of 
funds, from education that they 
have the ability and ambition to 
use to the country’s advantage."
Mr. Lesage. a law graduate of 
Laval University in * Montreal, 
said he would be the last one to 
criticize the country’s educational 
- system or try  to invade provincial 
rights.
The former Liberal government 
o f Louis St. Laurent, whose suc­
cessor as Liberal party leader 
will be chosen' a t a  three-day 
day convention opening here 
' Tuesday, had devised constitu­
tional means, throiigh the Na­
tional Conference of Canadian 
Universities, to help institutions 
• f  higher learning.
, “ , 1
Education
* It seems to mn that the same 
avenues could be used to help 
financially our students in order 
that th ;ir quality and number be 
increased to better, serve our be­
loved Canada. It is certainly 
possible to extend assistance 
without touching the autonomy of 
the provinces or imposing condi­
tions to the universities them­
selves.” ,
Mr. Lesage. Commons member 
for Montmagny-L’Is ld , and for­
mer minister of northern affairs 
and national /resources!* said that 
in addition to choosing a new 
leader the national Liberal con­
vention will study tile party’s 
doctrine, based on the .principles 
of “liberty, stability ana security 
in a United Canada." '
joined by leading newspapers and 
some Republicans, members of 
the president’s own party.
Their demands, .perhaps.touch­
ing oft a lengthy and bitter de­
fence debate, are expected to 
reach full voice in the session of 
Congress now getting under way 
In their efforts to. pry 'the lid off 
the report. Democratic leaders 
may haul some members of the 
Committee itself before congres­
sional defence committees 
GRAVEST DANGER
The fullest exposure to date of 
the committee's findings has come 
in a copyrighted story in the 
Washington Post and Times JSer- 
ald, which said the survey “por­
trays the United States In the 
gravest danger in its, history . . . 
exposed to an almost immediate 
threat from the missile-briatliifg 
Soviet Union” and' moving 'in 
frightening course to the state of 
a second-class power.”
The newspaper added that'the 
committee r e c b m m  ended a 
sweeping reorganization of the 
Pentagon! much - increased prep­
arations to fight limited wars, ex- 
Dcnditure o f $5,000,000,000 a year 
for Civilian air defence shelter^ 
and an $8,000!o00,000-a-year step-
Four small tanker . cars, hitched 
onto the back of a freight train, 
rolled into the Mediterranean port 
of Philippevilie Saturday. Inside'
the coast, waa of such good qual­
ity that it was used, without refin­
ing, in diesel engines on the site. 
The second strike was at Hassi
Mac Rejects 
Summit Talk
NEW DELHI (Reuters)—Prime 
Minister Macmillan Saturday re­
jected Russian proposals for an 
immediate summit conference.
Macmillan said that thorough 
preparation, including full dlplo* 
matic exchanges and a foreign 
^ministers conference to discuss 
an agenda, must precede any
telephone Expansion 
To Cost
the cars was a French dream— Messaoud, deep id the Sahara.iheads-of-government talks.
oil from the Sahara d e s e r t .• 
i t  took thred days tor , the 
heavily-guarded train to travel 
250 miles from the desert railhead 
Of Touggourt to the Algerian 
coast. Before that, the oil flowed 
112 miles through a six-inch pipe­
line from wells sdnk in the shift­
ing sands. . '
From this small shipment.
Several widely-spaced boreholes I The fault of the first and second 
sir  far- hav revealed an oii-bear- ■ Geneva. conferences in 1955, he
ing stratum 450 feet thick which 
stretches 800, square miles.
France hopes to build up its, oil 




TOKYO (AP)—The first Japan­
ese navy squadron to visit Hawai­
ian waters since Dec. 7,1941, will 
reach Honolulu Jan. 29.
Four frigates of Japan’s naval 
self-defence force will drop an­
chor in Pearl Harbor—chief tar­
get of the aerial assault that 
launched the Pacifid war—at U.S, 
Invitation.
The ships are on a  46-day train­
ing cruise. They leave here Jan. 
14 under command of Rear Ad­
miral Teigi Nakayama in the 1,- 
700-ton flagship Harukaze. The 
others are the Sugi, Kaya and 
Kusu, all 1,450 tons.. Three were 
built by Japan, one obtained from 
the United States." —
. The 665 crew and 108 gradu­
ates of the new Japanese nava 
academy will spend 14 days in­
specting land, sea and air Instal­
lations, Including U.S. Pacific 
command headquarters. T h e y  
will visit the cities of Honolulu 
and Hilo.
LONDON (AP)—“Important1 
results of British experiments on 
harnessing the power of the  
H-bomb are due to be made pub­
lic late this month, ending tor 
the present a reported secrecy 
wrangle between London and 
Washington.
Confirming widespread reports, 
the United Kingdom’s atomic en­
ergy agency announced .Sunday 
that reporters will be invited to 
tour the Harwell atomic' energy 
research station and that scien­
tific reports will bev published in 
the .magazine Nature.
The' Announcement Is expected 
Jan. 24.
Reporters will be shown the 
experimental machine known as 
Zeta, the agency^said, but offi­
cial statements will cover only 
early work with it. Numerous un­
official accounts of the machine’s 
work have said that it can pro­
duce temperatures of several 
million d e g r e e s  centrigrade, 
which would allow a controlled 
thermonuclear reaction for sev­
eral seconds. The raw material 
is heavy hydrogen, which is 
easily extracted from 'sea water.
British n e w s p a p e r s  have 
claimed that A d m i r a l  Lewis 
Strauss, chairman of the United 
States Atomic Energy Commis­
sion, forced a delay in the official 
announcement under a U.S.-Brit- 
Ish' agreement to co-ordinate the 
declassifying of secret informa­
tion about the project.
The Sunday Observer says the 
U.S- asked for a delay so its sci­
entists could catch up with their 
British opposite numbers.
up, for several years, in the cur­
rent annual 'military budget of 
$38,000,000,000.
The White House, obviously 
worried by public reaction, has 
sought to tone down the implies 
tions of the report.
HALF TRUTHS?
Press secretary James Hagerty, 
apparently on instructions from 
the president, said the country 
was not “ at this time” in a posi­
tion of military weakness, In fact, 
he added, the ,Gaither report had 
said "just the opposite.’’ ■
The Hagerty statement was 
greeted with scepticism, both in 
Congressional circles and in the 
press, and some leading column­
ists accused Hagerty and, by imp­
lication, the president of indulg­
ing in “half-truths.”
Others say disclosure of the 
committee’s conclusions would 
endanger the adm inistration’s 
chances in the off-year congres­
sional elections this November.
CONCEALED WEALTH
The vast Sahara Is believed to 
conceal huge deposits qf “black 
gold” beneath its sands. Pluton­
ium,* iron,, manganese,- nickel, 
copper, platinum, coal-end even 
diamonds also are believed hidden 
in quantity in -the desert.
An official blackout was put bn 
the shipment ^across the wild 
country' becaule of activity by 
rebel Algerian -Moslems^ A train 
was wrecked travelling on the 
same line three days before.
The French government now is 
considering about 24 applications 
for -Sahara - prospecting conces­
sions from major world oil firms 
including Canadian.
It is 100 years since the French 
started t o‘’pacify” the nomadic 
tribes of the Sahara. For years 
the mineral wealth beneath the 
sands fay undetected. 
PREDICTED OIL WELLS 
In 1928, the great French tech­
nocrat, Eirik Labonne, predicted 
the oil future ofvthe Sahara and 
assembled a group of desert oil 
technicians. But a strike was not 
made until ,1956 when two major 
fields were discovered.
The first, a t Edjele, near the
Experts estimate reserves at 
Hassi Messaoud at close to 1,000,- 
000,000 tons- which compares -with 
the 4,700.000.000 tonsr  of total 
United States oil reserves.
VAST INVESTMENT 
To get this oil to Europe, 
France will need vast invest­
ments to sink the wells and lay 
pipelines to the 'Mediterranean 
By 1960. France" hopes to re­
ceive 10,000,000 tons of Sahara oil 
a year—about one-third of the 
country's estimated consumption 
at that date.
Apart from oil, iron ore (ha 
been found a t/F o rt Gouraua i 
Mauritania,, manganese near the 
French rocket • testing site of 
Colomb-Bechar, coal at Kenadsa 
in the same region and copper 
at Ajoujt, near the ' Spanish 
desert enclave of Rio de Oro 
FIND DIAMONDS 
Last week, French prospectors 
reported the discovery of six di­
amond stones'in the craggy hills 
of Hoggar in the southeastern 
Sahara.
But all these promising deposits 
face a common major obstacle— 
they lie hundreds of miles from 
the coast in, a roadless, largely 
waterless and sparsely-populated 
desert.
Louis Armand, the new presi­
dent of the six-nation European 
Atomic Pool, Euratom, has pre­
dicted that one day sea water dis­
tilled by atomic power will be 
piped into t^e Sahara to make it 
fertile.------------------
said, waS lack of an agenda and 
too much “speechifying/
Chimpanzees, regarded as the 
most intelligent of apes, can mas­
ter simple arithmetic.





OTTAWA (CP)—A trainload of 
some 300 Western Liberals ar­
rived early Monday with many of 
(he delegates proclaiming them- 
selves in favor of Lester B. Pear­
son for the party leadership.
Delegate R. H. Walker of Cal- 
gaiy said: “ It’s going to be Pear­
son all tha way.” Delegate L. P. 
Coderre, member of the Sask­
atchewan Legislature, predicted 
that the former external affairs 
minister will get 60 per cent of 
Saskatchewan^ vote and that the 
other 40 per cent will go to Paul 
Martin, former health minister.
As the delegates got out of 
their 11-car train into the railway 
station, Mr. P e a r s o n  mixed 
among them, along with Mayor 
Don Mfack&y of Calgary, another 
leadership candidate who says he 
may decide to withdraw and back 
Mr. Pearson. '
The other candidates, Mr. Mar­
tin and Mayor H; L. Henderson of 
Portage la Prairie, Man., were 
not aroortd. Mr. Henderson, a 
Presbyterian minister, said he 
will wage h campaign without 
posters or “cowboy show.” Mr. 
Martin smid he was “too busy" 
meeting delegates, elsewhere.
LONDON (AP)—Guy Burgess, 
one of two high - ranking British 
diplomats who defected to Russia 
is reported anxious .to come 
home.
Michael Ingrams, a television 
official who spent four months in 
the Soviet Union making films, 
says Burgess is asking British 
visitors whether he would be ae 
cepted here. ' %
Donald Maclean, the other dip­
lomat who crossed the iron cur* 
tain with Burgess, also came 
back into the news after months 
of obscurity. The mass ' circula­
tion, Sunday Pictorial reported he 
has split with his 41 - year - old 
American wife, Melinda, and that 
she wants to get their three chil­
dren out of Russia.
The report sajd Mrs. Maclean 
has appealed for help to British 
and U.S. authorities. ,
Ingrams brought po? word of 
Maclean except that he lives in 
a pleasant house in a Moscow 
suburb with his family and that 
the three children, who go to a 
state school, speak only Russian.
The television official told re ­
porters Soviet authorities' let him 
mix freely with the people and 
he met a small colony of "run 
away Britons.”
”1 refused invitations to attend 
their p a r t i e s  and to meet 
Burgess,” Ingrams said. “But 
they talked a lot about him. They 
told me he was most unhappy 
and looking very old.
“He is keen to meet British 
visitors because he wants to get 
back to England. He is contin­
ually asking people from this
country If they think Ke would be 
accepted here.”
1 Ingrams added that Burgess is 
drinking heavily, and has only one 
close friend, a Russian miner.
Burgess and Maclean disap­
peared from London in 1951. Rus­
sia never officially admitted they 
had crossed the iron curtain, but 
the two diplomats finally held 
press conference1 in . Moscow in 
1956 to confirm reports that they 
had gone to work for the Soviet 
foreign ministry.
Sk« (s saving soshs car n itlnoi 
k«r rnuik studies
Ho Is saving so he and hiswifa 






a purpose fpr saving
• )
The diflertnee between reaching a goal and 
missing it'can bo'the savings you put by, 
now, in a bank account. i
Such savings don't just happen. They involvo 
some sacrifice, definite planning. But as ■" 
your dollars mount up you feel a sense o f , , /  
accomplishment, o f  getting somewhere, that 
makes the effort more than worth while.t1 ’ 1
Your bank account provides ready cash that 
can help take care pf any emergency that may 
arise, or o'Pen the way to bargains or other 
opportunities. Whatever objective you may have 
in mind, and whatever iise your savings iqay 
ultimately serve, you’ll always be glad you saved.
S(tve at d bank — millions tint
VANCOUVER (CFD-BC. T e h - le 1 1 e r ,  
phone Co. will spend a- record,scheme.
five-figure numbering
$50,000,000 on expansion and im­
provements this year, W. S. 
Pipes,' vice-president and gen­
eral manager has announced:
Mr.'Pipes said the 1958 capital 
expchditure will top that of 195? 
by $1,000,000. He estimated that 
more than 40,000 telephones will 
be added to the system, about 
the.:same number as were added 
last year. ’
Major projects will Include 
completion of the B.C. section of 
the trans-Canada microwave re­
lay system and conversion. of 
downtown.Vancouver, North Van* 
icouver and Victoria to the tWo-
In addition, microwave sys­
tems will be installed to provide 
circuits from Vancouver to Se­
attle, Victoria and Kamloops.
GET NEW FACES
HOUSTON, Tex. (AP* -  New 
faces and other physical repairs 
through plastic surgery are, giv­
ing Texas prisoners •  new out­
look when they a re , released.. 
O.. B. Ellis, general manager of 
the state prison system, says de­
formities and other disfigurations 
“are closely related in many 




in the G IA N T H T j a r  only >1“
Overnight—Noxzema soothes sore, 
cracked, winter-chapped skin to cool 
comfort. For medicated Noxzema 
softens . . .  heals. .  . restores dry, 
parched skin to normal in only 24 
hours. Stock up on greaseless, medi• 
cared Noxzema while this “Winter 
Special” lasts!
******auoL. vvw.%v,vmv.s.WY.V.W.; i\
Make sure you get all this 
newness in your new truck!
These handsome 1958 FARGO, POWER-* 
MASTERS introduce .brand-new stand­
ards of cost-cutting performance. i. safer, 
easier operation.. .  big-load strength. . .  
and style that does a public relations job 
.for you, toot v .
This is newness that makes sense alT the way. 
For example, Fargo’s new high-performance 
V-8 engines. They’re bigger, more powerful. 
Yet they’re designed with, exclusive Power- 
Dome com bustion--to  reach the m ost 
economical level of truck operation ever. You’ll 
find Fargo Sixes thrifty and power-packed, too.
To match these work-horse engines, there are 
rugged1 new chassis components to permit 
bigger recommended loads, and bigger brakes 
for safer, quicker stops. .
There’s new prestige-building style, too, in the 
beautiful Sweptside 100 model and throughout 
the line—inside and outside. A new Fargo, 
safety-centre steering wheel. A new Fargo 
dual headlamp system that casts light up to ■ 
' 75 feet farther for safer night-time hauls.
★  ★  ★  .
Now Easy-Shlft Manual Transmission or
push-button LoadFlite automatic drive is 
available on light-duty Fargo models.
NowonSweptsIdo 100, and standard plOb 
models—rear springs that automatically adjust 
tension to varying load weights. You get a 
smooth, passenger-car ride whether truck is 
loaded or empty, , i
Now Sur«-Orlp Differential assures better 
traction, provents wheelspin on ifo or show.
f -
Y o u  g e t  m o r e  o f  t h e  f u t u r e  w ith
4.250 LBS. O.V.W. TO 
65.000 LBS. Q .C.W .- 
BUJLT TOUGHER TOR TOUGHEST JOBS
Chrysler Corporation of Canada, Um it«d
*' ■ 1 i
/l k
IsU % 1 'i 1 (■ A'/iv1.5,
\
¥HR CHARTERED BANKS SERVING.YOUR COMMUNITY 1580 Elli, S t ., Kelowna -  Phone 2232
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RlNDAL — TAi. tod  Mrs. Joel 
A. Rindal (see Helen dePfjrffer) 
announce the arrival of their 
daughter, Jan. 12, 1858 in Seattle 
Wash., IMJ-A- .1 1 5
Deaths
VEnRALL—Funeral service for 
the late Mr. William Verrall, aged 
78 yearf of Rutland, who patted 
away in Vernon on Monday, Jan. 
13, will be held from Day’s 
Chapel of Remembrance on 
Thursday, Jan. 18 at 2 p.m. Rev. 
J .A . B. Adams will officiate. In­
terment in the Kelowna Ceme­
tery. Surviving Mr. Verrall is his 
loving wife Rachel, one son and 
four daughters, nine grandchild­
ren. Day’s Funeral Service Ltd. 
is in charge of the arrangements.
115
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2 
and 3 room cottages. Weekly and 
monthly. Reatonable rates. Phone 
3910. 1W
THE BERNARD LODGE — Bed- 
rooms by day. week or month. 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phone 
2215. 119
BEDROOM IN PRIVATE HOME 
20 a month. Phone 2480. 121
Card O f T h a n b
WELCOME 
BCFOA DELEGATES
Kelowna Auto Courts and Motels 





WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS 
our heartfelt thanks to the many 
friends of our .father for their 
kindness. Special thanks \  to 
Mrs. F. C. Parkinson, Mrs. M 
Link, the doctors and nurses and 
staff of Kelowna General Hos­
pital for their wonderful care of 
George Henry • Turner, Also 
thanks to Kelowna Branch 23, 
Canadian Legion.
. , —W, D. Turner and family,
115
Coming Events
Kelowna and District 
LIBERAL ASSOCIATION 
Annual Meeting
Little Theatre Building 
Bertram Street 




Radios, Televisions, Electric 











249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405 
129
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE 
Free Estimates. Doris Guest.. 
Phone 2481. - - 131
Property For Sale
Fo r Rent
Motels -  Hotels
Articles Fo r Sale
DAVENPORT. ANNEX ’ GAR­
BAGE burner, ladies bicycle. Ap­
ply 922 Coronation Ave. upstairs. 
Phone 4607. ■ 120
A PORTABLE ELECTRIC Weld­
er and light plant; cables and 
helmet Full price $1175. Also a 
6 and 12 volt fast chargor. Full 
price $65. All as new. What of­
fers. Phone 2145. 115
CHESTERFIELD, BROWN, with 
floral slipcovers, good condition 
$50; beater floor board, 24x24 
inches only $1.80. Phone 7458.
118
WANTED TO BUY TOULOUSE 
Geese and Ganders. Wm. H. 






black and white, tatoo
AND DISTRICT
Rutland History
RUTLAND — Bert Hill, well- 
known business man, proprietor 
of the Crossroads Tractor Service 
at Reid’s Corner, was chosen 
president of the Rutland Board 
of Trade for 1958, a t the annual 
meeting, held in the high school 
cafeteria Wednesday evening. It 
was one of (the best attended 
meetings io years. He succeeds 
Percy Geen, Belgo fruit grower, 
who has held the office for the 
past year. Hugh Fitzpatrick, ?on 
or F.L. Fitzpatrick of McLean and 
Fitzpatrick Ltd., fruit packers,
Completely furnished three room marks in cars. Lost in vicinity of r*hr«nVw-ii
duplex units, all utilities, laundry KLO Rd. and Benvoulin Rd. Dec. I Principal D, H. Pi Campbell




RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Building Materials
I ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD
was re-elected treasurer and Mrs 
R. C. Lucas is again secretary. 
Others on the executive arfe: Dr. 
A. W.. N. Druitt, Norton Would, 
Ernie Cripps, Charles Buckland, 
Archie Weighton, A. W. Gray. E. 
Mugford, C. L. Kellerman, H.
indivkhial^ c o t ta e e ^ ^ o n t  and I '£ » “ « “«»|Hess, H. Even, Fercy-woife and
rear Jntnmces? Private parking I E.
3.room ,0r aU Buildtog Supplies..Special- Whittaker,. Gordon Currie, E 
it k  N 1*  PJywood- Contractors ess, . e , Per -W lf  
stalls. All utilities supplied. p ‘ I maticaUy on the executive as the




Cottage Housekeeping Apart-] 
ments, tub baths, heat, lights, 
telephone. TV and laundry facili­






The financial report showed a
|IF  YOU WANT FRESH *EGGs|balanc® «* tbe curfent-  1 account and $130 in the savings
account. Reports were received 
from the various committee 
heads, and the report of the 
president, Percy Geen, indicated 
an active year.
Prior to the business meeting, 
members, their wives, and guests 
to the number of almost 60 sat 
down to an excellent supper,
, FIREPLACE WOOD-DRY Pear I ̂ edr  *S£1̂ n? e<£ aS?:
Bernard Ave. Phone 3491. cut 18” lengths, bums clean, pro- Tridmng, of the
_____________E  duces good heat $14 cord on Church. _
BIRCH AVE. 544 — PRIVATE S £ jard* C* H’ Taylor‘ Ph i i |  Chester introduced Ian Schierbeck
bedrooms, 3 homestyle meals jowu-______________ ^  Rutland representative a t the Tec-
daily, or lunches packed, parking DRY BUSH WOOD — 2 -CORD ent< Older Boys Parliament, held 
space.,$70 month up. Phone ,7985. hoad $24.00; cord load 12.50. Im- L  the Legislative Assembly , at
U7 mediate delivery. Phone 2824. J  victoria, who gave an interesting
wnwPT.TFFE. 562 —- ROOM AND ._______  122 report of his experiences ithere.
Board, private home with home GOOD FIR SAWDUST — IM- He attended under the sponsor- 
privileges, use of piano, etc. Em-[MEDIATE’delivery. Phone 7587. 1 ship of the local A.QoT.S. Club,
Today’s Eggs Delivered Today 
FRESH EGG HOUSE 
895 Wardlaw d/venue 
Free delivery eVery afternoon 
except Sunday 




ployed woman preferred. $60 
month. Phone 7590. 1201
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE — 
part basement, furnace, close to 
school and -park. Phone 4688.
115
HOME WITH REVENUE. HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 
couple or man with family. 
Phone 3104. . ■ v tf
Property Wanted
$ 1,0 0 0  O F F  
19 5 7 Buick Sedant .
Low Mileage 
Many Extras
A fter 6 p.m. 
PHONE 4405
tf and the Boy Scout troop,'and will 
. —'-r give his report to these groups
WOOD — Delivered ais0 in the near future, 
for. $14 per cord. Phone 3257. I GUEST SPEAKER
---------------------------- This being the first meeting of
[DRY FIR BUSH WOOD, ANY1 
length, $14 cord, delivered. Phohe
[3850. f 1J.7
| DRY FIR BUSH WOOD — $141 
cord. Delivery weekends only.
Phone.6069. . ___ ’ . ... .....1151
the board of trade in 1958 —B.C.’s 
centennial year — a centennial 
setting was provided; .With a dis­
play of centennial posters and lit­
erature, and some oldtime port­
raits of scenes in the district 
taken some 50 to 60 years ago, 
including a portrait of John Rut­
land, after whom the district had 
been named.
Guest speaker for the evening 
was Mrs. Ralph Rufii, chairman 
of the syb-committee of the Rut­
land centennial organization that 
is undertaking the gathering of 
material for a history of the dis­
trict, to be printed for sale in the 
local centennial celebration, to be 
held May 19. ,
The speaker was Introduced by 
A. W. Gray, chairman of the Rut­
land centennial committee, who 
told of the events that were be­
ing celebrated at this time, the 
establishing of the crown colony 
of British Columbia in 1858, with 
th e ' swearing in o f ... Governor 
James Douglas at Fort Langley 
on a wet November day in that 
year.
Speaking of the local effort to 
gather together a history of the 
district he stressed the great 
amount of time given by Mrs. 
Rufii in gathering information, 
from books and manuscripts and 
interviews with old time resi­
dents.
EARLY DEVELOPMENT
Mrs. Rufii, in a half hour talk 
outlined the early development of 
the district, the names of early 
settlers were mentioned, includ­
ing William Pion who prospected 
for gold in Mission Creek 100 
years ago, and pre-empted land 
on Bankhead and later located 
near the springs at the foot of 
Black Mountain, and Calmel' and 
Chapee, who had homesteads 
north of Dry Creek, later pur­
chased by Frederick Brent, a 
former U.S. Cavalry scout, who 
built “Brent’s Mill” ’ on what is 
now the Gerver’s Farm,, in 1871, 
and which is still standing today.
One interesting fact was that 
the Oblate priests — Father Pan- 
dosy. and Father Richard — had 
located first in this district, liv­
ing at the foot of “Baldy Moun­
tain", by the creek, and raising
B Y- G EN E A H ER N






u c o m u o e m i
CEUCkCY THAN EAJlfJ 
RkWCWSTBSOUT,
N
V ER N O N  REPO RT
PRIVATE BUYER WANTS TO 
purchase 3 bedroom bungalow. 
Occupancy Feb. 1. Has $2,500 
cash. Balance monthly payments. 
Reply Box 3247 Courier. 118
Help Wanted
STOP” AT -THE “DEPEND-1 
ABLE” Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. Reliable| 
Motors and Tires Ltd, 1658 Pen- 
dozl S t. Phone 2419. M-TH-tf|
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO 
live in and take full charge of a 





fattier away on 
jobr- Apply 2359 
For appointment 
117
BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR NEW| 
or late model car see us about our 
low cost' financing service avail­
able for either dealer or private | 
sales. Carruthers and Meikle Ltd. 
364 Bernard Ave. 1161
EFFICIENT YOUNG WOMAN 
to take charge confection counter 
a t ’Paramount Theatre. Must be 
used to handling change. Theatre 
hours. 120
1949 CHEVROLET DELUXE two 
door sedan. Immaculate condi­
tion, four new tubeless tires, fog| 
ghts, low mileage. Phone 3613.
1191
Position Wanted
HANLYMAN WANTS jbBS. car-
Esntry repairs, painting, clean- g, etc.' Call Gus, . Phone 3355.
... . ' ■ 120
1951 METEOR COUPET 
passenger, equipped with radio, 
iieater, 3 good tin 
Phone 2125.
RELIABLE CARPENTER DE­
SIRES .inside finishing, kitchen 
cabinets, remodeling and decor­
ating. Very moderate rates, 
Phone 7950. 117
Wanted To Rent
STEADY, RELIABLE TENANTS 
—Couple with school age son need 
two bedroom home with furnace,
near school. Phone 4133, 110
Fo r Rant
WELCOME INN MOTEL-House- 
kccplng cabins o f  low, rates by 
d ay ., week, month. Four Star 
Rating. 1824 Vernon Road. 120
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms byi day, week, month 
community* kitchen, all facilities 
924, M n itd  Are.1 - Phone • 4124
f '! , I' " X  ' 138
COMFORTABLE BEDROOM. IN 
private home, kitchen privileges 
optional. Phone <893 or 6841.
> /  ' ' V;418
........ ,..................r w H r ....
CLA Senm n AnVKRTlSINQ 
RATOS / '• '
Everyone Against 
For Old P 0
ires, $500 cash.
124
1957 %-TON FORD DELUXE like 
new. Can be seen at 801 \Vllson 
Ave., or Speedy Delivery Seryice 
, 115
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale"—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tfi
by  j u w A w y k
business Opportunities! IT'S C ABLE STITCH
BUTCHER BUSINESS WANTED! Women ‘‘in the know” have a 
anywhere In the valley. Will pur-[well-groomed bathroom to show, 
chase full business outright or The elegance of cable stitch — 
consider half interest. Address really eqsy knitting-makes this 
replies to P.O. Box 56, Peach- rug-and-seat. cover a prized set. 
land, B.C. , , 117 Pattern 799. knitting dlrec-
--------------------------yif.— — tlons for rugs and,cover,.Make
R n a t c  A n n ' F t lf l in n c  rug any size—use iUi any room,D u a l s  « n u  e n g i n e s  | , 6end t h ir t y -f iv e  c e n t s
In coins (stampk cannot ho *>c-
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — A special city 
| council sitting Monday, to guage 
public opinion on the considered 
proposal to purchase the old post 
I office, startingly revealed that 
the mayor, aldermen, - and citi­
zens were all against the pur- 
chase. aiid renovation, which 
would cost an estimated $90,000.
Controversy arose because a 
citizens group believed that the 
council could not purchase 
property, or a building, without 
| first asking'the voters. Only a 
referendum had been held on the 
post office issue.
However, as a  result of a new 
bill passed in July, 1957, council 
has full power to pufchase lands 
and buildings without contacting 
the taxpayers, providihg the 
council has the funds.'In this re 
gard, council could borrow funds 
lup to $45,000, providing it would 
[be paid back within five years. 
I FAVOR, STAYING
Subsequent opinions by each 
alderman revealed that most had 
been against the proposed pur­
chase for some time. Cost of 
renovation, lack of parking facil- 
rities, and old and “well worn” 
state of the building, were all 
cited as reasons against it’s pur­
chase as a city hall. All but the 
| second floor of the building,
were deemed particularly un­
suitable.
. Aldermen were divided on 
whethefc to submit a further bid, 
beyond the $10,000 that had pre­
viously been tendered, so that 
the city could retain control of 
the valuable property.
All, however, were in favor of 
remaining at the present city 
hall premises, and eventually 
building a new civic centre on 
the recently aquired Harris 
property.
a garden'there during the spring 
and summer of 1860, before decid­
ing oh thfeir permanent location 
near Mission Creek.
GROUP OF SETTLERS 
Another point of interest was 
the arrival of a group of settler 
from the U.S.A., in the nineties, 
travelling from Missouri, to Ida­
ho, and then coming up to this 
district in covered wagons, and 
settling along the upper part of 
Mission Creek as far up as Joe 
Rich. The Rice family, McIntosh- 
es, Browns, and other pioneer 
families were amongst them, and 
a member of the Rice family who 
came here at that time, Romey 
L. Rice, lives today in Winfield.
John Rutland, an Australian, 
farmed a large part of the land 
in the district, raising wheat and 
hay, and also operated a hotel on 
the Vernon Road, and tided in the 
house there, now* occupied by the 
McNivens.
He subdivided his land, on which 
irrigation was placed through 
what is still called “the Rutland' 
Ditch.” In 1906 he sold out and 
went back to Australia. When the 
post office was opened in 1907, the 
first postmaster was Dan Mc­
Donald, whose daughter, Mrs. Al­
da Haldane, lives in Kelowna to­
day..
NAME CHOSEN 
The name of Rutland was given 
to the post office, though there 
was a strong element in favor of 
calling the new district "Mount- 
view.” With the development of 
the irrigation systems the dis­
trict settled up rapidly, new 
schools were built and the district 
assumed the settled state it now 
has.
In concluding her talk, Mrs. 
Rufii appealed for co-operation of 
oldtime residents in compiling the 
history, and correcting data now 
on hand. A hearty vote of thanks 
to the speaker was moved by C. D. 
Buckland, and responded to with 
applause.
REVIEW RESOLUTIONS
The Rutland Local'of the B.C. 
F.G.A., met in one of the High 
School classrooms on Wednesday- 
evening, to review tthe various 
resolutions coming before the 
convention, and instruct the local 
delegates. 1
Rutland local’s delegates to 
the convention are Art Pekrul, A. 
L, _ Baldock, Jfoe Follmer and 
George Day, with Percy G een 
and Walter.Simla as alternates. 
George'Whittaker, member of;' the 
board of governors of Tree Fruits 
Ltd., spoke at some length to  the 
meeting on the thorny subject of 
freight rates.*
RATE REDUCTION?
Reporting to the board of trade | 
annual meeting on tiie street | 
lighting -account, treasurer- D. H. 
Campbell stated that the account] 
was in the black with a* credit 
balance of $37.36, and i t  might 
be possible to reduce the monthly | 
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Horticulturist 
Describes Trip 
D ow n Under
gained its independence. Shown 
by W. Goodland, the films raised 
the question, “Was India granted 
independence too soon?” Consid­
erable discussion followed.
District horticulturist , W. 
Morton described and illustrated 
highlights; from his trip to New 
Zealand to a recent meeting of 
AOTS of First United Church.
Some 80 members attended the 
dinner 1 fleeting to hear the first 
hand account of New Zealand’s 
system of handling fruit from or­
chard to consumer.
Press; secretary A. C. Dunnett 
reports that of special interest 
were cnlored slides showing hand­
ling eg the new 25 bushel boxes. 
These, are lifted from large trac­
tors tn trucks, which convey them 
to tha packing houses. There they 
are dumped onto conveyor belts 
for /jading. No manual labor is 
invmved.
Pictures were shown also of dif­
ferent point in’the Okanagan Val­
ley; where the same system has 
b e e n  ad o p ted .
Also on the program were films 
on India, taken since the country
Colchester in Essex was the 
first important centre established 
by the Romans in England in AD 
40.
NOTICE
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 









Appointment of A. C. Wilde, to 
Vernon's zoning board of appeal, 
has been annoupced. The appoint­
ment .is for three years, and is 
made by the Provincial Govern­
ment.
Appointed by city council, 1 as 
representative on the board, is 
Dr. E, W. Prowse. A third mem­
ber, who will- act as chairman, 
will be selected by the two mem­
bers of the board already ap­
pointed.
COUNCIL TO CHURCH
Members of city council, and 
their families, will attend "civic 
Sunday" morning service, which 
has been arranged for January 
19, at All Saints’ Anglican 
Church. , , -
Everyone is cordially invited 
to attend. Rev. Charles Reeve 
will be qffjclating.t
"D o  It N o w " Program
16 FT. FIBRE GLASS BOAT 
Complete with 
start motor, *
ccntcd) for this pattern to Laura I ^  cope with rising unemployment ccpiegf iqr uuf  pnwsrn W olmost re9dy for tho -kickoff”
stage. ,
At another mcetintf, held late
Kelowna’s “do it now” program given out a t the meeting. Up to
* January 9, tlierq wore 2,201 un­
placed applications,. nearly 800





patterns r  ri t  ri t i  r or , l t  o  me iv i n 
“ XI LAURA WHEELER Necdlecrplt[Employment ' Advisory Commit- 
Book. .Dozens t f  • other designs [tec aijd a t the conclusion of tho 
you’ll want to orderMjasy fas-Omcctlng lt was ngreed that plana 
clnating, handwork fot yourself, |were; “well in. hand*” ^
s
were
i ung n u nv iui jfu iBuui nr, cu  nu u
your home, gifts,'bpsaar. items. I Disturbing1 figures of Kelowna’ 
Send 25 cents for your copy of I present Jobless situation  
this book today I b aaijarimii".', msiiags'.iiriiivl ....
M ale Help .W anted
BUndAfdfeypa 
Nq white space, 
Minimum 10 vfords.
I tnfsrtion] ——— void ' 3#
a cdMMuuy*, .  i, ■": - "1, v ,
fauwrtlona -------per
4 consecutive Insertions




ttvwrtlens * J U M  tach 
< coniecutiva Insertions 
;ov mos* JS lndt
I  eowht"tones daily ^ 0 0 0  month 
*'> Dally for 4  months ^  6.50 month 
£sch additional Una •  ' 3J30 month 
Op* inch dally 1750 month
p 1 Wdeh — lOcOO mimto
A C C O U N T A N T \
Services of experienced male accountant required. JVlust 
be able to take complete charge of books of a retail store 
and prepare financial statements; Applicant should state 
age, experience, salary expected and when ’ available. 
Pension fund and other benefits,
Write to A
,!i a . ,■ ., ( • ■ 1 m . <■ ,v ■ » 'n
Kelowna Groyver$' Exchange

















U tmabla to contact» doctor 
Dial n »
DRUG STORES OPEN
Scndays. flelidaya end 
, ' , Wednesdaya
. S fun. t* 8:30 pun.
030V00B CUSTOMS HOURS 
Canadian and American
CuBtnma' \  ;
1 tl-h o u r  c trv ie a . ■
more than at tho same time last 
year,
Of that2,201 total figure, 1,392 
wore males and 809 females.
On the other hand there were 
only 13 vacancies listed by tho 
National Employment Service, 
tho samo number listed for 
year ago.'Only one pf tho 13 vac 
ancles was for a man.
Claimants for 1 unemployment 
insurance benefits, as at Jan, 
were 2,001, while at Jon. 10,1957, 
tho claimants were 1,580.
A'proclamation will bo issued 
shortly b ^  Mayor R." F., Parkin­
son signalllng-tho start of tho “do 
It ’ new” - campaign: Co-operation 
of every; firm, group nnd lnalvld 
ual In the clly'and district is be­
ing sought—for tho purpose 0 
putting, a s  many of the city and 
district’s , unemployed- to work aB 
possible,.; , ' <\ *
Tho theme of tho campaign >is 
doing things now, when there is on 
Obundam 
than lec
ce of workers, rather 
ave it until spring and 
summer when laborers ore 
scarce. '■ > ,
Orchnrdlsts arc rtleo being ask 
cd to c<H)|Hjrato by Advertising 
If they need any [help In prunlni 
and other orchard work.
A thorough publicizing 1 cam 
palgn will be an important phase 
of the project. “Kickoff' date for 
“do it row”  l« January ZT.
AT P EA C H LA N D
Chosen Fo r 
Committees
PEACHLAND — Reeve Jackson 
and councillors S. W. Hawksley, 
Alfred Miller, Arthur Ray Miller 
and- Harry Rirklund were duly 
syorn in at the inaugural meet­
ing of the PeacWand Municipal! 
Council, January 16.
The former Reeve Sc |V; Hawk-| 
sloy, had declined to accent no­
mination as reeve but had agreed 
to servo as councillor. Councillors 
31rklund and Allred Miller had 
wen re-elected but Councillor Ray 
Miller had been appointed by the 
council when tho electors- failed 
0 nominate sufficient candidates. 
Reeve Jackson appointed, chair­
men for the usual committees. 
Chairman of finance, S. W. Hawk- 
sloy; roads, A. E. Miller; domes- 
tla water, II. Birklund; property, 
Arthur' Ray Miller.
Tho council 1 made twq appoint-1 
ments; Mrs. C. W. Altk^ns ns rep- 
esentative on tho union'library 
ward, and jRcevo Jackson as| 
rcprescntatlvc on the South Okan­
agan Health /Unit board.
Steps would bo taken lmmcdl-l 
atcly to determine if n new Trc- 
pnnicr hill road with an acccpL 
able grade could bo located on 
municipal property. If such a 
road could' be built without too 
great a cosit or necessitating sur­
veying and'purchases of property, 
It was hoped to have the' work | 
dono at once.
If negotiations' for right of way | 
became peccssnry* the project 
could bo 'considerably, delayed.
A tentative preliminary budget 
was presented to each councillor 
for study. A budget to cover the 
period January 1 to May 15 must | 
be completed by the third Mon­
day, in (January, in occordanccl 
with the new municipal net.
TQUCEMAN KILLED
DENVER (AP) 1— An off-duty I
B“ Oman was shot and kllledl ajf night os he attempted to I 
atop w flelring holdup man. The I 
victim, Donald L,* Brick, atioutl 
30. spotted n man he said wns| 
acting suspiciously, Seick con­
fronted the man for questioning! 
and was shot down. The detec­
tive 'bureau said the killer ap­
parently had Just r o b b e d  h | 
neariby service station.
Hold on to your 
Lifif Insurance 
both hands
, ■ .r';1'1' '■ ■ • ‘ ‘ '■ V'Vr '' ^ \
Life Insurance is very valuable property for
you and your family.
Never make any change in your life insurance 
without first talking thp matter over carefully 
with a representative of tlie company concerned. 
He may save you many regrets later. '
'' ' ' 1 . 'iif..' *. ( ■ ' ‘ 1 ■ 1 ■ u ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
The faith that millions o f Canadians have ip 
their life insurance has been vindicated through 
wars, epidemics, panics and depressions.
Their experience proves that ,it is a wise course 
. for Y O U  to h o ld  b n  t o  y o u r  l i f e  I n s u r a n c e  
1 w i t h  b o t h  h a n d s ,  .
THE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES IN CANADA
1 ■, 1 ' 1 , 1
1 1 ' - , ' ' 1 * 1 \MK
/
A IR LIFTED  FR O M  S P A IN  T O  C A N A D A
A Christmas reunion was held
S r 23 Spanish children who ar- 
ved by air in Montreal tp 
loin their immigrant parents. 
These two lads, Jose and Gon- 
zalo Alonzo Leon, appeared to 
be orphaned when for two hours 
, after the plane landed, their
parents did not , appear and 
they were attended by stew­
ardess Suzanne Laurier. How­
ever, their parents, had merely 
been delayed and toon the boys 
were safely transported to their 
new home., , i
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
B f B. JAY BECKER 





- 4 A Q 9 8 S
4 1 0  9 1
♦  K 9 S
....
w m :  1 cast
♦  5 2  A S
4 K Q J G  4 7 8 4
♦  A J T I  - 4 1 0  8  4
i o t S ? * * * ”
♦  K J 1 0 7 4  
V A I S
,  4 Q « *
• >  4  A 1 0
The bidding: t
South West North East '  
1 4  . Pass 8 4  /  p u s  
« ♦  1
can be logically supported. But 
let's see why West should lend 
the jack.
He knows declarer started with 
.xactly five spades. He knows 
South started with, precisely three
'M O S T  A B U N D A N T  E V E R "
Ontario Wildlife M ore Plentiful
Opening lead—king of hearts.
Bridge Is a tough game, but 
it’s also a  logical game. We are 
reminded of this by the classic 
band on view today.
The early part of the play fol- 
owed routine lines. South won 
the heart lead, took two rounds 
of trumps, cashed A-K of clubs, 
and exited with a heart. West 
cashed his Q-J of hearts, and now 
had to decide w hat to do next.
Those are the facts. West has 
two tricks in the 'cash register 
and is trying to get two more. 
There's only one correct play for 
him to rpake at this stage, and 
It’s not easy.
The proper play is to lead the 
Jack of diamonds. No other lead
ONTARIO WILDLIFE—Inside . . .
NORTH BAY, Ont. CCP)-Wild- 
life officials say there now are 
more wild animals in Northern 
Ontario than at a ay time since 
the white man reached North 
America.
"The fact is wildlife is the most 
abundant ever," says Ted Cus* 
son, assistant chief wildlife of- 
.fleer here. "The number of bear, 
beaver, moose, deer, fisher, mar­
ten, lynx and wolves is phenom­
enal. The records of file first 
white mea didn’t  report anything 
like it."
Indian trappers agree, 
before have I seen so 
animals in the forest," said vet­
eran trapper Gabriel Anlshen- 
ablie.
AT BACK DOOR '
And Mike Pennassy, another 
eld Ojibway tribesman who lives 
a t Garden" Village, says he can 
• trail fisher at the back door of 
bis shack.
Marten, which almost vanished
a few years back, have spread in 
housands from Algonquin Park 
and the Chaplcau game preserve. 
One was found last year on the 
coast of Hudson Bay. ? Indians 
there didn't know what kind of 
animal i t  was.
Orrie D. Lewis, veteran con­
servation officer at Kapuskasing, 
says moose, allegedly threatened 
with extinction a few years ago, 





LETHBRIDGE, Alta. (CP)— 
The old practice of bartering has 
been revived by Prairie grain 
growers who have millions of 
bushels of grain but no market 
for it. \.
Prairie farmers may sell their 
wheat, -oats and barley only 
' through the Canadian Wheat 
Board,-but there’s nothing to stop 
them bartering a field of grain 
for a pew Tractor, or a few bush­
els t for a -wrist watch or some 
groceries.
In southern Alberta, tan effl 
cent system has evolved between 
fanners and merchants, and an 
estimated 2,000,000 bushels of 
grain changed hands in 1957.
The merchant accepts the grain 
for his goods and then; sells it 
to operators of feed lots who are 
fattening cattle for market. There 
: is usually considerable dickering 
before the merchant and farmer 
agree on a price.
In value of goods, the farmer 
often receives more than he 
would from the wheat board. At 
an elevator, a farmer might be 
offered 43 cents a bushel for-No, 
1 feed, oats, but if he took the 
grain to the right merchant he 
could get from 50 to 60 cents a 
bushel after a bit of "wheatlUng," 
as the practice has become 
known.
Merchants. say the .system Is 
better than giving credit to the 
farmer because of the , uncert­
ainty when grain will 'be sold. 
"Wheatting," they say, gives ev­
eryone more cash.
The trade flourishes in southern 
Alberta because of the thriving 
commercial beef cattle fcedtni 
Industry. Feed-lot operators pro­
vide of ready market for Wheat 
and barley, providing it is a few 
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VANCOUVER (CP)—A heredi­
tary Haida Indian chief came to 
the,defence Saturday of officials 
whd’chose* the totem .design for a 
s i lv e r - 'd o l la r  commemorating 
British' Columbia's centennial.
‘ Some Indians* claimed the de­
sign* was taken from a Haida 
mortuary totem and that the 
coin is "death mon&y.”  - v 
But Rev. D. S. Kelly of the 
Native Brotherhood bf B .C .says 
this {is not' so. Dr, Kelly is a 
member of the >Slddegate band 
of Haidas, the Indians who orig- 
inated the design olTfhe'donhrs.' 
, " I  have seen .many mortuary 
boles, and this is not one of 
them,’* he said. "A" mortuary 
pole is round with a hollow space 
lollowed out at the top for the 
l?o<ty of the deceased.’’
I “ This space was covered by a 
cedar slab with the crest of the 
deceased person carved - on it." 
: Dr. Kelly said the coin tptem 
is a Haida house pole, which is 
what provincial museum officials 
Yere have been claiming all the 
time.
hearts. Declarer has already 
played two clubs and therefore 
lias just three unknown cards.
It must be assumed these three 
cards are all diamonds, other­
wise the contract is unbeatable. 
Thus', if South’s unknown cards 
consist of two diamonds and a 
club, the defense will be unable 
to win more than two hearts and 
a diamond. This possibility is 
brushed aside because it is a  de­
featist view. .
Once declarer is granted three 
diamonds, the' next question Is 
whether <they Include the queen. 
If East has the queen, declarer 
will inevitably lose two more 
tricks regardless of which dia­
mond is led. So the assumption 
is made South has the queen.
If this is the case, though, -the 
lead now of either the ace or a 
small diamond will automatically 
give declarer the contract. Only 
the lead of the Jack has a chance 
to defeat South.
So the jack is led. Presumably 
declarer plays low from dummy 
and wins1- with the queen. A dia­
mond is returned and West plays 
low. South will probably play the 
nine from dummy on the basis 
West had the J-1Q.
The defense suggested may or 
may not ‘ succeed, depending 
upon whether South guesses the 
true situation, but any other de­
fense is completely hopeless.
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Priests Free
CARACAS,. Venezuela (AP)V 
Demonstrators in dpwntown Car­
acas over>the weekehd demanded 
"an end to thfe dictatorship" as 
President 'Marcos Perez Jiminez 
sought to mollify the Vatican by 
freeing five jailed priests.
Police movied in with tear gas 
and machetes as several hundrCc 
shouting demonstrators millet 
about the heart of the capital. 
Some of tho group handed out 
leaflets calling for freedom 1 
political prisoners.
Authorities finally broke up the 
demonstration and arrested about 
two dozen persons* No injuries 
were reported.
Perez Jiminez has been facing 
mounting political pressure since 
an unsuccessful New Year’s up­
rising by some military forces. 
He announced the freeing of the 
priests shortly after he booted 
out the .unpopular heads of his 
Interior ministry and security
Slice and installed a new  cub­it.
Q S O O RU K S' J  J  ' 2  X S B Q N I J  B 
G X H - K N J B  U.K E  V Z .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: ’TIS SAID THAT WRATH IS THE LAST I 
THING IN A MAN TO GROW OLD — ALCAEUS.
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21- Half an em,
22. Make choioe




























pelle t1 . ,
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here's how to work it: 
A X Y D L B A A X R  
Is L O N G F E L L O W -
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different.
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
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This'; day’s <, influences ■ stimu- 
ate mental activity. Judgment 
should be good and intuition 
keen. Any work requiring study, 
research, careful analysis or 
unusually clear thinking should 
go along smoothly. I t ’s an ex­
cellent period in which to make 
plans for the future:
FORTT1E BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday; 
your horoscope indicates that 
you are currently in a cycle 
Which should prove excellent in 
a) business and financial way. 
Make the most of all opportu­
nities to nvance in this con­
nection during iho next) three 
months, since ypur next chance 
to add to your bankroll won’t 
appear, before mid-Scptcmbcr. 
Occupational m a t t e r s  may 
ive slowly this year, but don't 
discouraged. You can use this
mow
w
somewhat restrictive period -fori 
"building purposes" — planning! 
for the future, making con-1 
structive plans and improving 
your knowledge and skills with 
a view toward more dramatic | 
progress in 1959. ,
Certain planetary influences | 
definitely discourage specula­
tion this year, so don’t  fake'l 
chances with your , assets. And| 
do be careful of .making envi­
ronmental changes —*; especially I 
In April. They could*-prove far I 
more expensive than you antic-1 
ipnte. Be careful of your health 
in March and December, and| 
don’t expqct too much from so­
cial ana sentimental relation­
ships except in early June and| 
mid-September.
A child bom on this day will! 
be. endowed with tho talents 
necessary to make an excellent 
mathematician, a r c h i t e c t  o r | 
'scientist,
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T H E  O U ) H O M E T O W N  -  Stanley
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what od
YOU THINK,TONY?" 
ARE WE GOING YD 
BE ABLE TO UNK 
“THE ACTIVITIES OF 
THESE LOCAL SKlN- 




rTO ANSWER THAT, WEYE FHWT 
GOT TO GET CHUMMY WTTH THE 
kyiYIRS, AlOTMimSUSPKiOUS 
1 ALL STRANGERS. ^
.1
II
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TO THROW THEM OFF, DA 
WSSING AS A RETIRED SLACK- 
MAR KETEW-. AND, INCIDENTALLY, 
WC SHOULD 94 SEEN TOGETHER 
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f  WIU. 08 CONDEMNED/ WLLESNAl CLEAR A 
F O R M A T T H / M£X3LEAVING,
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I SLIPPED C“  
TH» ICE LAS' 
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IT’S  AN AMBULANCE//. 
QUICK,GET BEHIND ME../
5 5
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ALL TH O SE BANDAGES^]




A SACK1 YOU'RE 
NOT GOINS TO 
WEAR THAT TDNlSHT, 
JAKE YOU?
SACK. PRES9ES 
ARB THE VERY 
LATEST!
i r j ?  ,7 /
MICKEY... YOU JUST 
DON'T KEEP UP WITH 
THE TIMES t
A
SOME Pa y  YOU COMICAL b o y s  
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LIB ER A L C O N V E N T IO N
Pickersgill Backs Mike
OTTAWA (C P )-J . W. Picker#- hiqi incomparably the best ver- 
gill today threw bis support pub- son available tor the leadership/’
licty behind Lester B. Pearson 
for the Liberal leadership short­
ly after, the party’s national con­
vention opened.
The former citizenship and im­
migration minister, angry a t an 
article quoting him in a conven­
tion newspaper issued by support­
ers of Paul Martin, said the nrt- 
id e  misrepresented his position 
and' prompted him to announce 
bis backing of Mr. Pearson.
Speaking, to reporters during a 
convention recess. Mr. Pickers- 
gili said the article contained 
misleading propaganda and ad­
ded:,
“ I am extending my support to 
Mr. Pearson because I consider
He added that he is sure Mr. 
Martin had nothing to do with the 
article that stirred up the first 
display of open anger a t the 
three-day convention called to 
choose a successor to retiring 
leader Louis S. S t  Laurent 
f ir s t  business of the convention 
was the selection of Duncan K. 
MacTavish of Ottawa and'Roland 
Bock of Montreal as Joint con­
vention chairmen 
Mr. MacTavish is president 
and Mr. Bock vice-president of 
the National Liberal Federation. 
Both are laiwyers.
Their selection was proposed 
by Louis S. St. Laurent, the 
party’s retiring chieftain.
RCM P Trace Clues 
In Trail Bomb Case
HKE PEARSON
TRAIL. B.C. (CP)—Working on 
such evidence as an oatmeal car­
ton, a paper bag, an oil can and 
three empty beer bottles, police 
spent the weekend peeking a clue 
to the source of u n e x p l o d e d  
bombs found Friday night in 
houses.
The crude dynamite bombs 
were found in the Odean Theatre 
here, the Castle T h e a t r e  in 
Castlegar and the Civic Theatre 
In Nelson.
Officers said every likely rea­
son for the abortive bombing was 
being Investigated, including the 
possibility the boipbs may have 
been planted by Sons of Freedom 
D o u k h o b o r s  who have bqen 
blamed for several bombing inci­
dents in the area in recent years.
“It is only by the grace of 
God that many people w ereno t 
killed,” said Staff Sgt. William 
J. Mackay of RCMP here. 
CHECK ALL EVENTS
.Meanwhile officers adopted a 
cautious attitude to all public 
gatherings. They said every pre-
Harrison Named
1
caution wiR be taken when large 
crowds gather. Special checks 
were made at weekend sports 
events.
The fuse of each of the crude 
bombs apparently had been Ig­
nited b u t. had gone out. The 
Castlegar and Nelson bombs were 
discovered Friday night and the 
bomb here was found Saturday 
morning. There were 1,500 people 
altogether in the three theatres 
Friday night
The bomb at Nelson was under 
seat in the back row of the 
theatre. The foot-square parcel 
contained an oatmeal box which 
held a one-quart oil can. Inside 
the can Were five sticks of dyna-* 
mite.
Police were unable to say def­
initely whether the four-foot fuse 
attached to the , dynamite had 
been lit.
It would have taken the fuse 
,nly four minutes to burn through 
to the "‘detonator/’ Police Chief 
Robert Hardhaw said. “Even 
jar might have set it off—dyna­
mite is very unpredictable.” 
Chief - Harshaw ordered all
, CASTLEGAR, B. C. (QP) 
Harry D. Harrison of Trail has 
been elected president of the 
Trans-Canada Highway (Southern 
Route) Association,,
Mr. Harrison replaces <E. R 
MacFarland of Lethbridge, Alta, 
who was elected honorary presi­
dent at a meeting here Saturday
Other officers 'include E. 
(Slam) Salvador, Creston, presi­
dent of the B.C. section and Mc- 
Bcth, Castlegar, secretary-treas­
urer.’
The four B.C. directors are Ken 
Campbell of Trail, Frank Rottar 
of Salmo, Roy Ackney of Castle­
gar and Maurice Klinkhammer of 
Cranbrook,
U .K . Scientists 
By
Atom  Probe
P ER FEC T
S Q U ELC H
KITCHENER,. Ont. (CP) — 
Russell Griffin appeared in 
court Monday on a  charge of 
causing wilful damage to pro­
perty. , ;
“ Why did throw a'w ine 
bottle through the unemploy­
ment insurance commission 
office window?” he was asked.





a t Britain’s plutonium plant’ at 
Windscale were reported Monday 
to be angered by the result b! an 
official inquiry into a recent es­
cape of radioactive material.
Stanley Mayne, general secre­
tary of the Institution of Profes­
sional Civil Servants, said he has 
sent a protest to Prime Minister 
Macmillan. It was learned mean­
while that Sir Donald Perrott, fi­
nance and administration chief of 
the national Atomic Energy Au­
thority, is to visit Windscale to 
study complaints.
The scientist? are said to be 
protesting that they have been 
blamed unjustly for last- Octo­
ber’s accident in an atomic re­
actor which boosted radioactivity 
in the surrounding countryside.
“The staff a t Windscale are be­
coming increasingly a n n o y e d  
about the authority’s attempts to
Stock M arket 
Spurts W ith 
Ike's Message
NEW YORK CAP) — A slug­
gish stock market got a delayed 
lift from President Eisenhower’s 
budget message Monday and 
ended moderately higher.
The/m  a r  k e t  was lower for 
about ' half the session as most 
major sections drifted off. The 
president’s message had little 
immediate effect but as Wall 
Street digested the news, first the 
'aircrafts and1 then other groups 
m6ved to the'upside.
Aircrafts, electronics and other 
missile-related stocks did well al­
though only a few were market 
leaders, unlike recent sessions 
when they • dominated the most- 
active list. Steels, motors, air­
lines and utilities also were gen­
erally higher, i
Among Canadian issues, McIn­
tyre Porcupine advanced a point 
to 70. Up fractionally were Ca­
nadian Pacific, Aluminium Ltd., 
Dome Mines and Granby Min­
ing, International Nickel and 
Hudson Bay Mining were lower,
On the American Stock Ex­
change, among- Canadian issues, 
Brazilian Traction was off %.
DAR-ES-SALAAM, Tanganyika 
(Reuters) — Percy Williamson, 
toother of Dr. John Williamson, 
multi-millionaire Canadian diam­
ond magnate who died last wee£, 
arrived at his brother's mine 
from Kelowna, B.C, today. • 
Percy Williamson, a substan­
tia! shareholder in the mine, will 
take part in negotiations on Ms 
brother’s will. I. C. Chopra, John 
Williamson’s former legal adviser 
and a shareholder in the mine, is 
already at Mwadui, where the 
mine is located.
Chopra, has refused to comment 
on the mine’s future but has de* 
nied it will be taken oyer by. the
British and Tanganyikan govern­
ments.
John Williamson died at Mwa­
dui Jan. 7 a t the age of 52—a 
bachelor and a recluse. *
The only man in the world to 
own his own diamond mine, his 
fortune has never been authori­
tatively estimated.
In London, Tanganyika officials 
have said that sterling-area re­
strictions shpuld not,have too 
much effect on any Canadian in­
dividuals or institutions who may 
ultimately share in Williamson’s 
multi-million estate. They said 
that “generally speaking4 most 
controls are favorably disposed 
towards bequests/*
Police Arrest 
10 In School 
Break-in Case
VANCOUVER (CP) — Police 
said Monday they have arrested 
10' suspects in connection with a 
burglary and an attempted break- 
in a t schools here.
. Six juveniles and a man were 
arrested after a break-in Satur­
day at t Britannia^ High School 
while two men and a  juvenile 
were picked up Sunday after 
prowlers broke into Mr Richard 
Grenfell 'elementary school.-' 
Desks, and cupboards a t the el­
ementary school were ransacked 
and ink spilled on. the floor after 
entry had been1 made through a 
window.
R . P . W ALR 0 D  PREDICTS
FRUIT PROBE
(Continued from Rage 1)
(Continued from Page 1) ’ ’
fruit. Basic weakness of corru­
gated containers is lack of slack­
ing strength. He thought this 
could be overcome if shippers 
paid more - attention to stacking 
methods, thus eliminating lean­
ing stacks and resultant carton 
damage. y
The Tree Fruits geiieral mana­
ger stressed the necessity of hav­
ing accurate estimates in advance 
of harvest. ""Volume and continu­
ity of supply fere of vital impor­
tance to "the wholesale and retail 
chain,” he explained, adding Wes­
tern Canada wholesalers cannot 
be expected to rely on B.C. pro­
duce unless they, can be assured
volume sales.
Next to price reduction, it is 
our best weapon of ' defence 
against imports. Advertising is 
somewhat like spraying ■ ill: that 
visible effects may not.be imme­
diately apparent. Failure to early 
out a proper program in either, 
however, can have similar disas­
trous end results/’
R A F  Irish 
Station Goses
S t. Lawrence 
Seaway To Hike 







WASHINGTON (API—The S t 
Lawrence Seaway is expected to 
earn $1,500,000 In tolls for the 
United States in the first 2% 
months of operation. President 
Eisenhower said Monday In his 
budget for the fiscal year starting 
July 1.
He also estimated' that the op­
erating costs of the U.S. part of 
the international waterway wiU 
be about $1,500,000 a year, or 
$125,000 a month.
The seaway, now under con­
struction, Is scheduled to* be
A R R IV ES  J A N . 28
VICTORIA (CP) -  The Queen 
Mother, will be the guest of 
Lieutenant-Governor Frank Ross 
and Mrs. Ross a t their Vancouver 
home during a one-day rest while 
she is en route to Australia and 
New Zealand.
The Queen Mother arrives at 
Vancouver in the late evening of 
Jan. 28 on a non-stop flight from 
England.
Government House said Friday 
night she will leave Vancouver 
to continue her journey the next 
evening.
The Vancouver visit is not of- 
icial, a spokesman said, but Her 
Majesty will pay a call on Mayor 
Fred Hume at the city hall.
, BELFAST. Northern - Ireland ° ^ d. *?. maximim- 27-foOt 
?f adequate supplies to fill their (CP) — Castle Archdale, the T O " ‘ „
needs. During the past season, Royal Air Force’s most Westerly! 'J* 5 ^ ’J n  2 2 *  w K
Tree Fruits has received full co -L tation ln  the United Kingdom?8*
o^ration from mam seotions of and a wartime base for Canadian on ships u sln g th e  water 
the trade in the west. coastal command squadrons, is t o f e s, *
The advertising program is be closed. ' iG reatLakes to the Atlantic,
based on the size of the crop, he i,n__ r n„nf„ i '0™ onn,i, Prior to that, however,^ ships 
continued, and a serious problem drawing no more than 14 feet of
could develop due to poof e s t i - r 01̂ ^  °8 a water will . be permitted to use
mating. - 11of? '8 s^ e partial seaway facilities on a toll
PICKING PREMIUM ‘ ° ” C .................................../ 11945 although used /occasionhlly ^  basis beginning on or about ~  c. ncrtn far flying boat training purposes. July t  and continuing through
oetition no sw b o ^ ^ ^  ClT - d Sm k V 3 late fal1 when the lakes freezen mhU aam H aTaIahW illA [part of the drive by'British de-| ijbe new estimate of annual
»  S ’ c t o k K t a S y MS S * " ’' ' o n  a«iv«ieS during 
r o ra r o  BT JAMTOB . ] S , ^  yo?r; V.TI,oso toaudod
JaMtorBiH Stevens°n. who d is-1£ it ^ants to keep its staff happy governments;
the gonoraf p u b l i c
ing; assisting in arranging details 
for the MacPhee commission; 
requesting assistance for grow­
ers who suffered loss due to the 
195  ̂ winter freeze; discussing 
proposed ; research, work with
cover
After I opened the lid slightly 
and saw what looked-like dyna­
mite sticks, I called the city po-.
lice and RCMP immediately.” ^ A B A D E T I T I f t M  
1 Three empty beer bottles were ^ V l V I r  C 1 1  l l w l l  
found on seats in the rbw. It was Continued from Page 1 
believed that .the bag in which}necel. rated mnturitv resulting i„ ,
the bomb was carried had been 2dum eof kine size Summeriand Experimental Farm
obtained a V ;*  beer parlor to £ * * 1/  colored^ fruit o O ta tte d  ? ^ cialns an* vaUey horticultur- 
carry the bottles. {jfe . ' .lists;., arranging orchard tours,
The bomb found, here consisted 3’ shortage of U S storage an* many otller details 
of five sticks of dynainite in a space to handle the heavy crop. FROST, WIND SERVICE
« 4’ 5?r  T?at$.a The executive "noted the frost
- i S r t L S  C0^ U! ^ m n * an^ wind warning service prorshort length of fuse had been 5. Ability of less competent vided bv the denartment of tranc. 
crimprf. The wrapped m a r k e t^ /b c c n u c c ^ f - t t c  b i g K ?  S s te
around the outside ̂  of the can crop, to set pnees, thereby mak- ™ar which includes the rental 
and apparently had been lit from ing impotent the efforts of the a car used j ^  service lt 
paiim  a M. -■ • j strongest factors. • - I 8 car usea m mis service, it
was paid on McIntosh apples th e fpv '  *h7"f st« a m iln e th e ,r i .ne e5Ufn* eDast season felthoueh Mr Wal- Iep .f cmeI? / °  streamline me u .s . operating costs of $1,500,000
s o ^ H e \Sê SJ T 1 To°„PrUnet , ^ t T $“ 0’000 v * !*  * *  lastexpressed tiie view shippers must Opehed in 1941 as RAF Lough | such estimate, 
devise ways of pheking early Me- Erne, the station was the home This, a spokesman for the St, 
Intosh in the type of package base of the RCAF’s No. 423 Lawrence Seaway Corporation 
which-will allow the sales agency Squadron throughout the war* said, will have the effect of per* 
to tak£ full advantage of market The Sunderland equipped Cana-|mitting lower U.S. tolls on ship- 
opportunities. dian squadron whs credited withiping. The m atter of tolls has not
Admitting that there had been the destruction e f two of the HMyet bteen settled between the U.S. 
citicism over grading standards German U-boats‘sunk by planes and Canada.
being too high, Mr. Walrod re- flying from the bate and shared!----------------
.minded growers a substantial pro- in the destruction of another, 
portion of the crop is marketed n 0. 423 squadron was dis- 
each year in the U.S. There are banded at the end of the war, but 
few reasons why Amencan buyers was ref0rthed at St. Hubert, Que. 
should purchase Canadian apples,








A course in welfare reception 
is being given, to civil defence 
workers in this area. <
Claude Watkins, civil defence 
liaison officer for the provincial 
health and welfare’ department, 
Victoria, will be in this area for 
some six weeks instructing 
classes , at Kelowna, Rutland, 
Westbank and Peachland.
Purpose is to have workers and 
committees,'aware of what is 
needed and what to do in the 
event . that ‘ evacuees from the 
coast have to be received here.
Mr. Watkins will be instructing 
in Rutland Mondays and Thurs­
days, in Kelowna Wednesdays, in 
We'stbank Tuesdays and in 
Peachland Fridays. «
T O D A Y 'S  STOCK QUOTATIONS
6. Marketing decisions made by u  . , . , . ^  w u^u , wuuu i-i-r-w------ —
too many factors, 6uch as waVe-l^f0^ ^ ^ ^ ? .  w^ . h suggests £ aS, apples are “put to sleep” dog catcher.
and for* this reason Okanagan pro­
duce must be equal or superior 
to that obtained in the U.S.
“From this aqgle’ alone we can­
not support any move for a gen­
eral lowering of Canadian grade 
standards,” he declared.—
Experiments are moving ahead 
satisfactory in controlled atmos­
phere storage. Consumers have] ■- ~ . -j ‘ . . .  |have less historical -background
shown tiiey are prepared, to payl  Cite Council Monday night ap- and tradition in music,” he said, 
a premium, for good Me- Proved by resolution the re-U,To mg it is a  pleasure to con-
Ihtosh later in the season.«UnderiappQjntment of Orvel Curts asl__.__  ___ -r
American Music
VANCOUVER < P P ) Au s t r i a n  
concert pianist Paul Badura-Skoda 
| thinks North American audiences 
| have a “fresn approach to music.” 
Badura-Skoda, 30, stopped here 
[on his way to Vernon for a  recital.
“North American audiences are 
Hess sophisticated ? because they
v Supplied by
Ojdlum Brown Investments Ltd. 
> 366 Bernard Ave.
Today’s Eastern Prices 
(as at 12.noon) . 
AVERAGES 





















+  .67 
+  .17 
+  .30 
+  .53
j -PIPELINES
Alberta Gas -, 13%
Can.' Delhi 7
N. Ont. Gas 9%
Trans. Canada C 24% 









house managers, large grower | ^ e service be discontinued, 
packers and numerous people .The three-partycontract ex- 
who market on consignment, re- pires on April 1, 1959, and it was 
serving the right lib accept or pointed out it will be necessary 
reject offers. for the 1^58 convention to author-
RETAIL TREND _ • | i2e the appointment of a contract
1 Apart from meeting this- com- committe. The contract between 
7% petition and obtaining new mar- the grower, packinghouse and 
10% kets, the changes in retail mar- sales agency runs for three years.
s s s r a s s s  &£,??*■.
x Mr. Lander pointed out the last H f  ^p”11̂ 6^ s® i °Tf 
41 two decades has seen'the groc- E> Hac^ M
43% ery business change from ama-1 . was congratulated for
vmce audiences' that classical 
music can make them happy.1
been | ment was read and passed, Mayor
R. F. Parkinson commented t L t f e n
INVESTMENT FQ^DS... 
Prices quoted .on a net basis.
All Cdn. Compound 
< All Cdn. .Dividend 










B.C. Phone s 
Bell Phone 
B.C. Power 
. Canadian Oil - 
CPR
Cons. Paper 




’ Imp. Oil 

















Cal. and E d .’
Cdn. Husky 
' Cent.-Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
, Home , Oil 1A 



























































Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.) 
Dominion of Canada
Bid
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1958 99.10
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1060 97.65
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 .96.10
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 94%
9th Victory Loan 





































B O N D  Q U O T A T IO N S
,103%
103.00
40% teur to- professional management, capturing the Dewar Trophy, top 
Mass merchandising / ‘is the agricultural ex-
order of the day", he declared, Mbits. This is the third time in 
adding that 70 percent of all re- A>ur years the committee has 
tailed food is sold, by supermar- won top honors, 
kets. | In conclusion, the executive paid
The real difference between tribute to.C. A. Hayden, former 
the old style retailing and today’s BCFGA secretary-treasurer and 
prosperous food retailing, is that editor of Country Life, and to 
today’s operation is guided by James SnowseU, BC Tree Fruits 
professionals _ in seUing and in president, both of whom died dur- 
buying, he. declared. The Indus- jng the past year. For more than 
try  must tiierefore adopt thenee- 20 years Mr. Hayden was a prom- 
*1 an8 ?̂i n SaCj a® H®’ lnent and devoted worker on be- 
w ' i n W i  W  of the fruit industry and for
A ked[methodTeet thCSC changed retaU agriculture in general.
“We must give the consumer „ Gordon Wight reolaced_ Mr. 
99.25 what they wont, when they want ®no^ ae11. as ,B;C' ^Xee Fruits 
it,, and how they want it." President, and J . J. Gerein was 
97.851 The sales manager/ touching aan}e“ to fill the vacancy on the 
| on transportation, said the rate lGentral District Council 
98,301 °f growth of the trucking of pro­
ducts to market has levelled off 
95.00 during the past year, although 
the total number of loads moving 
9400 by trucx 'ia slightly higher than 
a  year ago.
During , the course of his ad 
dress, he gave a resume of his
and cold storage plants re-opened [ After the lengthy resolution 
around May or June after ordin- setting out conditions and,pay- 
ary storage apples have ’ . . .  - --
sold. IK jf ...vu^» -*—1,. . , .. . . . . .
PROMOTION .NECESSARY I the “dogsituatfonin the c ityw asl^ l.K as^w h cw sh ed
Referring to pre-packaging, Mr. out of control.” Simday in a  flash explosion that
Walrod said the industry must Several aldermen xoncurreiL P “J°a+  J J S S J  in a densdy 
face-the fact that the trend to some isaying they had received
prepackaged Merchandise in many complaints. A meeting wiU P®P“^ d area> No “ Juries were
chain stores is .clearly establish- be held with Mr. Curts in an roporteo. , ......
ed. A central prepackaging lin e  attempt to find means’to improv- 
was installed in "Kelowna two ing th<j situation 
years ago. “Our problem today Mr. Curts also was reappointed 
is not whether the job'm ust be as the city’s official mpsquito 
done—but where. The fact that controller, on the sanie basic as in 
merchandise should b e ' fresh[1957.
packed indicates the operation The control operation extends 
should take place as close to re-Un a three-mile radius.from the 
tail outlets as possible. post office and among the condU-
Central packaging is awkward, tions are-that Mr. Curts su] 
he qaid. Setting aside fruit for his own truck and pays all ex- 
the purpose and the subsequent | penses for gas, oil and mainten- 
handling and shrinkage ’through ance, but tiie city will.supply the
Mothers March 
Is
culling, has added to costs, which spray, material and the spray ma­
tt is not always possible to re- chine, and pay for the machine’s 
cover. Mr. Walrod thought closer maintenance, 
study should be given the opera- • Mr. Curts’ remuneration for the 
tion and a decision made as to | job will be $1,200 annually. * 
whether i t  should be done In the 
packinghouse, 1 centrally,’ or at 
destination..
Touching on advertising, the1 
speaker -admitted it is difficult 
to interpret, “not only to growers, 
but often to ourselves.” The sales 
agency, however, is confident 
that effective promotion is impor­
tant in. securing x>r maintaining
T O D A Y 'S  TR EN D
is




10 4 5  Ellis
£ 5-V..1
/W H A T W I L l\  
Y O U  G E T ,
For a limited time as their 
way of introducing the new 
Breck Creme Rinse, the Brock 
Co. offer YOU . . . .
Brock, Shampoo 6 os. $1.00 size 
' and
Breck Creme Rinse 2 os. 49o 
, Size
Both for only $1.00
What a catch for you at
SUPER DRUGS LT D .
“Whertf All Kelowna Save*”
102.00 102%
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1077 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario ,
* 5% due 1904 
Ontario.





5%% due 1077 
B.C. Electric :
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 
Woodward's 
5% due 19H 
Inland Nt. Goa 
5%<7„ duo 1977 
Loblow 
6% due 19)7 
Westcoazt Tr. "C"
5%% dtie 1068 ’ 109.00 
Kelly Douglas 
6ft due 1977 101.00
visit to New Zealand and other p0ii0’ 












Annual ' “Mothers March 
will take place (as
hv v n r iZ "  ° f frult 8h‘Pmcnt9.1 FebTs.^starting^f^at16: SO^plm^’ 
y ’ ' Application of the Kinsmen for
permission to stage the campaign 
at that time was approved by city 
council Monday night.
Opening ceremonies will con1* 
slat, among other things, of fire 
. . . .  . .sirens and a sound truck moving
Icy highway^ and streets was through the city; calUng citizens 
bill of fare for motorists attention to the drive.
105% Three Drivers Fall 
io2% prey  To Icy Roads
103%
part
n J  over the. weekend, but drivers | 
w,’w  took it in stride and there- was 
__ little trouble^ according to. Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police. 
iM tc Only three accidents were rc- 
. ^  | ported, all believed dud to-the 
lUOO treacherous conditions of the 
roadway. One Involved a  collision 
I with a polc ln the City Park near 
- 1 the; tennis courts, while another 
—. I bad two cars in ..a minor colli-* 
lalon - on the Okanagan* Centre 
105% Road.
'A third mishap occurred at 
110.Q0| Park and Pendozi.
Nobody was hurt and damage 
102%'was slight.
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER A
CONVENTION SALE
SYLVAN IA TV
H A L O u G t i r r
Gives* your eyes a re­
laxing change. Rqcom-\i 




and APPLIANCES LTD. 
|4t'Bernard ' *' Ph. 2019
Kelowna’s noted, for conventions (welcome B.C.F.G.A.) \nnd January’s a 
conventional month for sales ^  so let yonr deliberations be towards shvln^s!
Clues to aTO YS ’
’/3 O ff
( ‘ ■ \ 1 i ‘ I ■ . .■
Kelowna and District Civil Defence' t ' 1 I ! , l 1 ■
A course in c|vil defence welfare reception will be held 
in the Kelownh Senior High School,, Harvey Avc. on 
Wednesday evenings commencing January 15th at 8;00 p.m. 
J * i All citirens are invited to attend*
 ̂ 0 ' t 1 , ' 1 ' ■ ■ '-I . ,
• » For Farther Vnfonnatton ' 1
Phone a»U  Defence Officer —  Phone $212 
KelojW  City Hall
PARAMOUNT PHONE
.V
BUY BOOK TICKETS AND 8AVE
Nowing'Showing —. Twice Nightly —- 7;00 and 9:00 p.tn.
I t o M B ir
muM ■ •■ ■ ■ ' MM 1 . 1 Ml. - jriMT UMUNM ' ■ KTtXM Mniu Ml •
ivofifto • H0RTH * RANDALL • HUNltR • MITCIB1 • OWtNS • RUSH • HIKCU 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY <f\,
, Chniag Wcdaesdey .
^ISLAND IN THE SUN”
James Mason-c-- Joan Fontaine — Harry Bdafonle
The famous Matchbox, Series miniature 
models.
Battery operated Cars and Tanks 
Delightful Clockwork Toys’ ^
REVELS MODEL KITS
v Add' to your present collection with 
these bargain.
HOBBY CRAFT
DeLuxe I Oil Painting by 
numbers . . sure-, fire
presents a t any time. , 
DOlls Tea; Seta ' 
Chlldrcn’4; Bonlts V 
A real super jdb > ,v> * 
Rotary Printing Set , .  
just like the real thing.; /
BE FOXY, 
BUY NOW
Colouring and Paint Seta
. ENGLISH CHOCOLATES
1 lb, boxes of Terry’s Fine Chocolates. Regu­










Glass Bolls . .  . Fine quality Tree Lights'.. .  
Sets . . .  Strathmore Party Crackers Boxes' 
of 12 . . . Ribbons and Glitter Strings.
%  O FF
Cut this December's costs s t these 
Speelsl Prices.
, GIFT IT^MS TO CLEAR r
See display in window of China Figurines 
.  . . Glass Cigarette Sets . . .  Novel Woodware 
Shaker Sets . . . China Ashtrays . .  • Wood* 
ware Bookends.
For Yo u r Tobacco -  Cigarettes
All Vs. O ff
' Magazines and Candy
Buy a t the Sign o f the
K e l o w n a
TOBACCO STORE
/•
521 BERNARD AVENUE PHONE 2266
